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Abstract

The purpose of the study was to identify teacher’s opinions of technology and its usage with reading instruction. The study explored teachers’ use of e-books, computers (reading programs), and tablets to enhance reading skills. Specifically, the researcher wanted to investigate elementary teachers’ beliefs regarding the use of e-books (electronic books), computers (reading programs), and tablets for enhancing reading skills with students who struggle with reading. To determine the impact of e-books, computers, and tablets on reading practices, data were collected from four urban elementary teachers in a southeastern school district. The research was conducted using surveys, interviews, and observations. The research questions guided the study:

1. What are teachers’ beliefs about e-books, computers, and tablets in motivating elementary students to engage in more reading at school?
2. How do teachers scaffold knowledge and facilitate learning using these technological devices?
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Teachers at times may need to utilize different teaching resources to support and enhance reading. With recent events and increase use of technology, materials such as e-books, tablets and computers are being implemented into elementary reading classrooms. Research is needed to determine if there is an impact on reading skills using e-books, computers, and tablets in early childhood education. The focus of this research needs to include information on how teachers are utilizing technology such as e-books, computers, and tablets during classroom instruction to help students improve reading and writing skills. According to data from The Nation's Report Card (2020), reading scores in Georgia have decline from 2017-2019. The data were measured using Northwest Education Assessment Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) (2020). School and state data results signal traditional reading strategies implemented alone may not be working effectively to bridge student reading score gaps in especially those in urban settings. Using additional technological strategies during reading instruction may motivate students to read and write more proficiently.

As a teacher and researcher, I have observed children’s positive attitude while engaging with technology during play, using computers at school, and video games outside the school environment. Many students carry that same motivation into the classroom when engaged in lessons using computers. However, formal research regarding the use of electronic books (e-books), computers (used with reading programs), and tablets as additional resources to use along with traditional reading strategies when teaching reading in the classroom has not been done. Children in the 21st century are exposed early to technology in the form of e-books, computers, and tablets; therefore, it might be an easy transition to encourage them to read using this technology.
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What are E-books?

E-books or electronic books are a new type of electronic book that connect children to reading. These books can be shared with friends, parents, and teachers while improving literacy in all environments (Wright et al., 2013). Many e-books provide dictionary features using digital devices such as I-pads, Nooks, and Kindles. An I-Pad is a computer tablet developed by Apple. The Nook is a device created by Barnes and Noble that uses a touch screen like the I-Pad. The Kindle which is created by Amazon is also a tablet style computer. However, it uses a keyboard to manipulate screen features. All these devices support e-reading. Furthermore, you can use an app to sync information such as books to read using the devices. Using these devices to read e-books gives flexibility on when and where reading can take place (Falcone, 2012). E-books must be used with other interventions to provide improved vocabularies so that children’s reading and writing skills will be enhanced (Drori et al., 2009).

E-books and Reading

Reading is being impacted by the introduction of e-books along with print books. Emerging digital media and increased collection of digital documents have greatly impacted reading (Ziming, 2005). I-pads, Nooks, Kindles have given rise to an increase in reading e-books because these tools can be used to access e-books. Reading e-books may work better for some people because they offer features that enable the reader to change the text by increasing the size of the font. Studies show that the impact of new ways that people read digital media compared to print material, is easier for persons with disabilities (Ziming, 2005). Some authors of e-books have found ways to use the computerized tools such as e-readers, and I-pads to help students improve their vocabularies and phonological awareness. Research has indicated that computers
and software can provide exciting and interesting materials that help readers improve their reading/writing skills (Adina et al., 2012). E-books provide students engagement, which improves reading comprehension. Part of the reason students become engaged in e-books is because there is action along with the print material. Students can get involved in the reading. When e-books are used compared to reading print books, teachers must select e-books that contain animation and sound effects if they want students to become engaged in the reading. Not all e-books offer these features, so care must be taken when e-books are selected.

All e-books are not designed for young readers; therefore, teachers must be selective in the books they choose for early readers. Whereas studies show that children benefit from well-designed e-books with sound, music, and visualizations (Roskos et al., 2012). E-books that are designed for young children to begin to read, need to place emphasis on beginning reading strategies. When e-books are designed to introduce vocabulary and teach word sounds, they will help young readers become aware of concepts in the story. The electronic books provide dictionaries and pictures that make reading enjoyable (Greschik et al., 2011).

Teachers must consider children’s stage of development when selecting e-books as learning tools. Teachers can use CD-ROM storybooks to teach young children to begin to read (Pearman, 2008). The use of reading standards and goals must be used along with CD-ROM storybooks in order for the young child to benefit and learn to read. When considering e-books for beginning readers, a choice of fiction and non-fiction books must be carefully selected. Fiction books are often used to teach students to begin to read. E-books on CD-ROM, the internet, and using digital devices can provide readers with story books for reading. The good thing about using technology to read these e-books is they are usually up to date books. Printed textbooks used for school activities may be out of date, whereas e-books are published at a faster
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rate, and can be easily updated (Maynard & Cheyne, 2005). Tablets and e-readers are necessary mobile digital devices that can make reading easy for children. Tablets and e-readers provide dictionaries, and other search engines when word meanings are not clear (Grant, 2004). Digital devices are changing the way children read and locate information—books provide a variety of stories in interactive format that engage children in reading (Pena, 2010). Technology may be a new approach to teaching children of all ages, cultures, and disabilities how to become better readers.

The explosion of e-books demands that they be used to help students become better readers. Teachers need to use laptops, tablets, and other digital devices in order to plan and integrate technology in the classroom (Johnson, 1996). Using reading software as a motivational tool encourages students to read more (Ciampa, 2012). E-books can be used to motivate students who do not like to read. A possible positive effect of using e-books is the motivation students must read, thus exposure to additional reading opportunities. Reading and writing work together because writing is the result of information that has been read and understood. Some studies reveal that e-books are ineffective in comparison to printed text because readers rapidly browse through e-books and remember less (Dunbar & Murat, 2012). Problems may occur if the teacher does not provide guidance when e-books are being used. Therefore, education programs in schools must require future teachers to engage in methods of teaching that use technology and materials other than print books (Johnson, 1996).
Statement of the Problem

Based on research and conversation with educators, Elementary students have been struggling with reading for years. According to the Georgia Report Card, reading scores have continued to decline in the state of Georgia (Georgia Department of Education 2019). I have also witnessed teachers struggling to find additional strategies and resources to help students meet their academic needs in reading. I have realized following my observations that teachers are not applying technology strategies nor using reading resources enough to assist with daily instruction due to a lack of reading professional development sessions. Furthermore, teachers might not receive enough professional development opportunities that prepare them for applying technology instructional uses into their teaching lessons, such as using e-books, tablets, and computer programs. I am extremely interested in the ways in which teachers may use technology to help them support reading lessons. According to Jones and Brown (2011), electronic books (e-books) are becoming popular personal reading sources because they offer a large selection of reading materials. In a study of a comparison between e-books and traditional print books in an elementary school, children welcomed e-books and the technology but did not ignore print books. According to Wigfield et al., (2008), the amount of time children spend on reading activities is an indicator of their motivation to read and make gains in reading achievement.

Elementary teachers where I teach try to focus on assisting students with a variety of interventions to help shrink their weaknesses in reading. Teachers, administrators, and staff members work collaboratively to create a plan and form partnerships to assist students with their academic needs. Some students are struggling to read on grade level and cannot enjoy a variety of reading experiences in school. As reading strategies are implemented into instructional practices, students reading skills should improve. Teachers in my school including myself, are
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trained to perform many instructional practices to assist with struggling readers. However, I believe there is still more work that can be done to help students successfully learn to read and enjoy books in hard copy or electronically. According to Schmoker (2018), “The most important component when assisting students in reading is to make sure they receive effective instruction in school which can be a life-changing benefit” (p.94). Furthermore, students need to be involved with the tasks and resources their teachers may expose them to in the classroom According to research materials provided in the home by parents (Arzubiaga, et al., 2002) or classroom material chosen by the teacher are vital in children's literacy development (Flowerday et al., 2004).

Schmoker (2018), suggests that "teachers must be well trained in basic elements of effective teaching when presenting daily lessons to help students meet academic goals rather than focusing on technology usage," (p. 93). Schmoker (2018) further states that "many school districts use a large portion of their budgets for technology initiatives and training for professional development for teachers, and some of them have not learned to implement effective lessons or a coherent curriculum,"(p.93). The study will also explore teacher beliefs and scaffolding approaches to technology and reading in order to assist in professional development opportunities for educator resources for learning. Bauerlein (2009) indicates that the use of digital devices does not increase vocabulary or improve thinking skills, but reading does. Many U.S. schools use computer-based games, tools, and instructional programs to improve learning and lower the student achievement gap (Schmoker, 2018). According to this researcher, none of the highest achieving countries is spending the bulk of their money on technology. Schmoker (2018) also suggests that" we invest in evidence-based practices to improve student learning offer professional development opportunities,"(p. 95) but many do not offer hands-on
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experiences and continuous learning for teachers and staff. Support through provision of various resources from school staff, district staff, and administrators could assist with improving reading skills of students who read below grade level. My intent for the research is to provide stakeholders with evidence needed to determine whether teachers believe if resources such as e-books, computers, and tablets should be used to enhance reading skills of students to support reading lessons. This study will be guided by the research questions below:

**Research Questions:**

1. What are teachers’ beliefs about e-books, computers and tablets in motivating elementary students to engage in more reading at school?

2. How do teachers scaffold knowledge and facilitate learning using these technological devices?

**Definition of relevant terms:**

**App:** A computer software or program generally small in size that can be used with mobile devices such as a smartphone or tablet. An app can also be used on a desktop computer

**CD-ROMS:** A computer digital reading operation memory system used for accessing education software on computers

**Computers:** A computer is a device that accepts information (in the form of digitalized data) and manipulates it for some result based on a program, software, or sequence of instructions on how the data is to be processed

**Digital Devices:** Digital devices are various types of technology, such as laptop computers, I-pads, Nooks, Kindles, and I-phones
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(Definitions from whatis.com) and (definitions from Google.com), 2018

**E-books:** An e-book is an electronic book or digital version of a book using different reading devices such as e-readers, I-pads, I-phones, and CD-ROMS

**IELS:** IELS is an interactive e-book learning system used to improve reading with children in Elementary Schools

**MAP:** Measures of Academic Progress- a norm-referenced measure of student growth, (https://www.hcpss.org>mapfaq)

**Tablets:** Tablets are smaller versions of computers, also called handheld devices, such as I-pads, e-readers, and I-phones

**Purpose and Significance of the Study**

The purpose of the study is to identify teachers’ beliefs and the use of e-books, computers (reading programs), and tablets to improve reading skills. In addition, the research will observe and investigate how elementary teachers scaffolding reading using technological devices. With recent increase and requirement of technology to be used in instruction, there is a need to study the perceptions and usage of technology such as e-books, computers (reading programs), and tablets, on individual learners with reading deficiencies because technology is a part of daily living experiences in the 21st century. The technology revolution effects on reading comprehension are being studied because there is not a multitude of research available to guide teacher's instructional strategies. Evidence on technology use to teach reading in elementary schools is somewhat limited and require further study because of the vast amount of technology being used in education settings. I believe the use of technology is rapidly growing in schools
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and the world even without evidence of the effects of use in reading sessions. According to Wyatt (2016) “education must become more productive in its work and more responsive in its program without losing its perceptive in the process” (p. 8). Teachers provide new strategies that include the use of technology along with research-based reading strategies to improve reading.

It is particularly important that students be given the best learning experiences in order for them to succeed academically and socially. My goal is to assist all my students in achieving at the highest levels in all subjects. Teachers should use technology when possible, along with research-based reading strategies to determine if reading improves amongst students who have reading deficiencies.

Significance of the study

The study is significant due to the fast-growing use of technology in education settings and at home. Teachers and administrators need to know if the money spent on technology reading programs, e-books, and tablets is justifiable. They need to know if the use of technology will yield the reading results they expect. I want to know the same thing because every child deserves an education that will address 21st century job skills. Students must be able to read in order to acquire jobs that require highly trained workers. Reading at an early age supports learning. Therefore, researchers are searching daily for strategies teachers can implement in the classroom. Educators are not sure if e-books, computers, and tablets improve reading skills. Teachers need to know how technology benefits their students when implementing the tool during instruction. The study is also significant because the research will provide teacher leaders with insight to provide assistance in finding techniques, lessons, and resources that will improve the reading of their students. The use of e-books, computers (with reading software programs), and tablets provided additional research that determined what if any impact
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use of technology enhances reading skills of elementary students in grades second through fifth.
The focus in this study is on teachers’ beliefs about the use of e-books, computers, and tablets and how students can benefit from technology and reading instruction.

Conceptual Framework

It is especially important that students be given the best learning experiences for them to succeed academically and socially. In constructing my conceptual framework for this research, I followed two guiding research questions to direct the research to determine teacher believes about e-books, computers, and tablets and reading performance. I understand that different tools must be used to capture and promote the learning of all students. There is no one size fits all model for teaching and learning. My research was guided by the constructivist’s theory of Vygotsky, which suggests that teachers must apply his learning theory that promotes the belief, “What is learned must be taught” (Wilhelm, 2001, p.8). If there is no teaching, then learning does not occur.

The conceptual framework is to serve as a guide for developing the research based on what has been learned. The conceptual framework was used in planning and conducting the research according to Ravitch and Riggan (2012). A case study design was used to observe, survey, and interview four participants who were highly qualified teachers who taught reading in an elementary school. According to Ravitch and Riggan (2012) the conceptual framework is what guides and aligns the research process. Participants used some or all the technology featured in the study to supplement reading lessons. Research questions were answered through qualitative data related to teaching practices using researched -based strategies.
**Researcher's Perspective**

Personal teaching goals have led me to pursue further research on the use of e-books, computers, and tablets to improve reading skills. Teachers in the study have acknowledged students at the urban elementary school tend to struggle with reading and score lower than students in suburban schools in my district based on school and district data. Having worked in a previous urban setting as a teacher, I noticed the same trend. School test data from the local Department of Education's website revealed lower test scores in reading and math than schools in the suburbs. I wanted to find solutions to change the statistics reading deficiencies an urban elementary school setting. I am driven by my personal interests and goals to help students succeed in reading. With that being said, I understand the importance of teachers being knowledgeable and prepared to tackle any issues that may affect students academically. As a teacher leader I would like to assist other teachers, paraprofessionals, and other coaches through voice, modeling of skills, resources, and advocacy for needed tools to help students grow. One assessment tool that I as well as other teachers use to monitor and assess reading growth is MAP reading. Using Measures of Academic Progress (MAP Reading) scores through Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA), I Ready data and Georgia Milestone Assessment System scores (GMAS), I can monitor, and assess student growth in reading at a local inner-city school through formative and summative assessments used in the classroom. According to school data many students are not reading at grade level; however, the goal is to have one hundred percent of the students reading on grade level or at least show a significant amount of growth. Reading sessions are being taught to students in grades second through fifth by grade level teachers and one Early Intervention Program (EIP) teacher. Due to my concerns for every child to become a successful reader, and data indicating low reading scores, I am driven to find additional reading
strategies to implement in reading lessons. Several students possessing low MAP scores, below level achievement on iReady diagnostic test, as well as GMAS data have displayed the need to receive additional help through an Early Intervention Program (EIP) teacher.

Additional interventions from the general education teacher like myself will help stimulate the development of reading tools to promote success in reading. According to Schmoker (2018) all subject areas should include reading lessons if student's reading skills are to improve.

**Worldview**

The worldview that technology is a vital component of twenty-first century teaching and learning is based on pragmatism. As a pragmatist my approach to teaching is based on the learning theory that children must be taught to read (Wilhelm 2001). As a researcher my assumptions that technology can enhance reading lessons must be further studied. I believe that more research needs to be explored on the impact of technology when used during reading lessons. My orientation to the topic, my understanding of the school setting, the socio backgrounds of those involved in the study have led me to dig deeper into research regarding the use of e-books, computers, and tablets to improve reading.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

The literature review examines research and studies to better understand how e-books, computers, and tablet use affect learning through the teaching process. According to Salmon (2013) the establishment of computers and other technological devices have played a significant role in the lives of many students and adults. One major role being the implementation of computers and other devices from the technology world being used inside and outside the classroom to teach students (Salmon, 2013, p.85). The internet has seen an unprecedented amount of growth in usage since first being introduced in the United States. The internet/network can be viewed as a colossal resource that stores and disseminates huge amounts of information (JIA-Rong Wen et al., 2012).

According to Goodfellow (2004), the desire to prosperously interact with textual reading opportunities and interplay in digital atmospheres is more so greater now than before due to a more evolving technology abundant society. Access to computers once was considered original, but now is thought of as a vital component of everyday life and school instruction (Roskos, et al, 2009). The effect of tablet ownership is significant and is expanding rapidly, therefore educators have been swift to explore what benefits these touchscreen devices may offer in an educational setting (Bannister, 2010; Merchant, 2012). On the other hand Zucker et al. (2009), suggested that electronic books (e-books) are accepted methods for merging technology in preschool and elementary classrooms; however, there is no consensus agreement regarding the magnitude to which e-books expand literacy skills in the areas of “comprehension and decoding” (Zucker et al., 2009, p.47).
Technology has continued to grow as well as the debate on the interpretation of what reading, and literacy are defined as by definition; attention in reading digital texts has risen, as indicated by retailers having more customers interested in purchasing text in digital formats rather than printed (Miller & Bosman 2011). The use of e-books is winning popularity so much, that some restaurant chains that offer drive through service, and offer CD-ROM books inside kids’ meals, “featuring characters such as Arthur and Junie B. Jones” (Amster-Burton, 2007). Together with marketing power, those who study literacy can now in the notion that e-books can be an asset to comprehension development (Leu, 2000).

While e-book availability on several electronic gadgets have become an increasingly popular method of choice to read, many researchers have examined how to utilize this modern technology practice for learning (Bierman et al., 2010; 2010; Grimshaw et al., 2007; Woody et al., 2010). There have been many studies conducted that investigated undergraduate students’ experiences with e-books, however no attention has been directed to children’s learning experiences with the use of e-books, in conjunction with other reading features, choices, and cognitive abilities (Salmeron & Garcia, 2011). There has been no easy partnership established of how reading and comprehension connect (Schugar, et al., 2013). Pearman (2008); Zucker, et al., (2009) stated research that pinpoints that affiliation between reading and comprehension is just simply limited.

Although there is an emergence of, and an increasingly popularity of e-books, there is still a lack of clear evidence that supports whether e-books truly effect children’s development in literacy and to what degree those effects measure (Zucker et al., 2009). Reading patterns play a particularly important role in determining a student’s overall reading status and may be associated with specific cognitive abilities and reading effects (Cole et al., 2011). Therefore,
Liang and Haung (2013) concluded it is necessary to execute more in-depth studies with interest to the use of e-books with children in educational circumstance.

Children are interacting with digital text, inside school classrooms and home environments evermore with the availability of electronic storybooks and interactive storybooks via CD-ROMs. There is a dramatic growth of the number of young individuals who find themselves engaging in reading using an e-book text format (Labbo & Kuhn 2000; Levy 2009; Smith 2001). Digital technological devices have a variety of uses in the home environment rather than a school setting, even when made available for educational purposes (Kerwalla & Crook 2002). Facer and Kent (2009) suggested some technologies may be more appropriate for home-school communication than others. Arguments have developed suggesting that too much research into educational uses of digital technologies centers around the possible learning benefits of technology use outside of engaging with the compounded forced realities of education technology use from the outside world (Selwyn, 2010). Children need to obtain proficiency in the contemporary literacies of today’s technologies to become literate (Leu, 2000).

Technology can offer positive benefits for struggling first grade students’ literacy learning, but the bulk of evidence is limited and focuses on technology-infused intravenously (Cheung & Slavin, 2013). E-books are appealing to many educators because they can simply be merged into literacy instruction, involving students to have little procedural understanding beyond the ability to operate a mouse (Zucker et al., 2009). Progressively, there have been policies, and learning norms put in place to ensure teachers apply technology tactics to aid literacy instruction, therefore electronic books provide a popular method for capturing these standards and promoting children’s literacy development (Zucker et al., 2009).
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Zucker, et al., (2009) stated for this reason, there is a lack of agreement regarding e-books with respect to:

a) the extent to which electronic books support different aspects of students’ literacy
b) which students may benefit from use of this technology; and
c) which “supportive” features within e-books improve literacy outcomes


Tensions continue to exist between “what can be done and what should occur with e-books”, along with a variety of other technology resources (Labbo & Reinking, 1999, p.49). Although many have displayed opposition towards the use of computer technology for young adolescents learning (Cordes & Miller, 2000), the benefits of implementing technology into educational environments with children has recorded positive results. For instance, children who become engaged with daily use of a computer, tend to display an increasing rate of growth with their intelligence level, fundamental knowledge, problem solving skills, and language abilities in comparison to those individuals who choose not to include technology use in their lessons (Clements & Samara 2003; Haungland 1999; Swaminathan & Wright 2003; Vernadakis et al., 2005). However, obstacles in early childhood education may rise when teachers and administrators start looking for new possibilities with integrating technology into the educational regiment, as young children seek stimulation and involvement with their own learning (Couse & Chen 2010). For this reason, best practices of reading preparation must expand beyond print and into digital reading settings if students are to prosper in the second decennium of the 21st century (Couse & Chen 2010).
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E-books and their usage in early childhood education

To understand how e-books are integrated into an elementary/early childhood setting, there first must be a definition established as to what an e-book means. An “e-book” is recognized as an “electronic representation of a book” (Garris 2011, p.1). The design of e-books can use an array of software platforms in which team leaders may have an issue locating them easily (Sargeant 2015). Sargeant (2015) found:

The educational theorist, Bill Cope explains a nonspecific meaning of the term “book”: According to Cope (2001), “a book is no longer a physical thing” (p. 6-7). A book is what a book does…a book in this definition does not have to be printed. It can be rendered in many ways, including electronic-visual and audio (talking books). A book [is] not a thing. It is a textual form, a way of communicating. A book is not a product. It is an information architecture (Cope 2001, pp. 6-7; emphasis in original, p.455).

As Cope (2001) stated there is no one form a book can be created. Books can be developed by hand, printed through a machine, viewed electronically, and listened to through audio (Sargeant, 2015). Additionally, the possibility of books being created using only visuals and no written text can exist (Nodelman, 1988). Many theorists acknowledge that the different interpretations of books and digital formats being introduced, may eliminate the significance of an original book format Stephenson (1999). Despite apprehension, digital and printed text will continue to give readers an option of the type of text format they may obtain (Eisenstein 2011; Yokata & Teale, 2014). Nevertheless, “basic text and image documents” were a result of the creation of e-book software established to be used in conjunction with e-reading gadgets (Garris 2011, p.458). As a result of the discovery e-books, they are known to be and still are, changeless
digital alternatives of printed books or books formatted to be compatible with handheld devices, such as e-readers (Sargeant, 2015). Since 2010, there has been an enormous increase in the amount of tablet like computers being used, made, and sold (Sargeant, 2015).

The massive growth in production and sales was attributed to the introduction of touch screen tablets, such as the Samsung Galaxy Tab and the Apple iPad (Sargeant, 2015). Researchers found that these devices are very much in high demand in the technological world (Goodwin, 2012; Murray & Olcese, 2011; Rideout, 2011; Tahnk, 2011). Rideout (2011) conducted a recent survey with the United States Department of Education that revealed that fifty two percent of children ages two though eight were able to retrieve some type of handheld device inside the home. More than eleven percent of those same children spent at least forty-three minutes a day engaging with the device. The survey also concluded that thirty-eight percent of children had prior contact with the devices (Rideout, 2011). According to Neumann and Neumann (2013) tablets may play a vital role in the cognitive development of children today and in the future.

There are several pre-requisite emergent literacy skills that may contribute to reading and writing abilities in the future. The skills include letter name, sound development, early stages of writing, print concepts, and phonological awareness (Bowman & Treiman, 2004; Cohen & Cowen, 2011; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998; Snow et al., 1998). Emergent literacy skills may be formed due to tablets offering print-based connections with various features (Neumann & Neumann, 2013). Touch screen tablets seem to offer a friendlier interface when compared to those of a traditional base computer system (McManis & Gunnewig, 2012). Therefore, tablets can prepare multimedia displays that are able to trigger many kinesthetic sensory structures and generate immediate feedback based on a child's response, (Copper, 2005; Tahnk, 2011). For this
reason, children are fit to use computers fast by investigating, learning new skills, and obtaining early literacy understanding (McManis & Gunnewig, 2012).

E-books provide interest, and enjoyment in reading experiences which prepares children for learning (Roskos, Bustein, & You, 2012). When children read e-books, they get involved in the technology aspect of them, especially if they are interactive books. Interactive e-books offer readers a chance to use gestures and respond to noises made when they activate the books' features. Interactive books get children involved in the story by allowing them to click hot spots or features that produce sound. The reading behavior of people who prefer e-books is different from those who prefer print books.

When children experience e-books, they can mark the text, search for content information, and track what they have learned. Interactive e-book learning systems (IELS) are used in elementary schools to help children increase their learning experiences and keep up with information learned. Personal experiences increase children's desire to learn more. The reading behavior on electronic devices is based on how people who read books on paper feel about electronic books (Greschik et al., 2011). Teachers can observe students to see which type of book is best for them to read. If students have never tried e-books, there is no advanced technology attachment to show them what to do, or there are no notes for teachers to plan instruction.

Research does show there is a need to use multi-media sources based on children’s development as learning tools in the classroom (Lefever-Davis & Pearman, 2005). Pre-K students, and those in kindergarten will need books designed for their age groups. E-books designed for first graders will be different, because they have developed skills for more advanced reading than beginning readers in pre-k and kindergarten. Teachers must also consider the
content of e-book reading materials. The content used with e-books includes fiction and non-fiction as well as audio and animation features (Maynard & Cheyne, 2005). Researchers state that e-books are more flexible, and more readily available than paper texts (Huang, Liang, Su & Chen, 2012). Using e-books in education may improve reading among young beginning readers and should be considered to improve literacy of young children. If children are to be impacted by e-books in reading and writing, they need more exposure to them in school. Based on my readings, the more educators use e-books, the greater the impact on learning, especially if they are used with traditional researched reading strategies.

Technology Skills

Technology requires strategies that are beyond reading from a printed book or writing on paper with a pencil. In order to use today’s technology, skills are needed to enable the user to interact with other technology users, using reading strategies to understand the text, and integrate reading and writing (Tancock & Segedy, 2004). In other words, just having technology serves little purpose if the teacher, and students do not know how to use it. The internet gives teachers an opportunity to help students construct knowledge using multimedia environments. Using the internet can present challenges for young children; therefore, teachers may need to provide instruction before introducing e-books, and other technologies to them. Children can learn with the help of teachers when technology is integrated into the classroom activities. The e-book industry’s current focus is on changing printed books to electronic books.

Technology also includes the laptop and desk top computer. The computer can be used to assist non-readers in instruction. Word identification is a basic skill that is taught in schools to all students including those with physical, and cognitive disabilities. Technology can help these
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students learn to read using strategies that help them with fluency, word identification, and comprehension. Computer assisted instruction as an effective method to provide identification of words in a non-verbal reading approach is useful in teaching reading and writing to students. Students who have severe speech impairments and physical disabilities, and autism were given instruction in decoding and word identification instruction using non-reading approaches (Coleman-Martin et al., 2005). The computer can assist these non-readers while the teacher works with others who may need her help.

Children who cannot use technology may be embarrassed to ask the teacher for help. While doing so may waste time, they need to learn technology skills in today’s digital world to benefit from e-books. Children who are skilled at using computers, and other technology to read do not experience time delays as those who have no experience with computers and digital medium (Grimshaw et al., 2007). Children must learn to use digital devices at an early age, including I-phones, I-pads, computers, nooks, and kindles. Software designers should consider children’s literary knowledge at different ages when designing books to support language and literacy of preschoolers who have not learned to read or write (Korat, 2010). The development of reading software will improve the reading and writing skills of the students who use technology devices. Not only will preschoolers’ benefit, but children in kindergarten all over the world, especially in Israel will benefit. Children from Israel were a part of a study using e-books. The study indicated that computer assisted learning promotes language, and literacy development of children in other countries using e-books (Shamir et al., 2008).
Digital Devices

Digital devices refer to electronic tools used to read books or access information. These devices include reading devices such as Amazon’s Kindle, Barnes & Noble’s Nook, and Apple’s I-Pad. The devices are portable, and provide storage capabilities for children’s story books, both fiction and non-fiction. While the I-phone was developed in the past ten years, there is little if any research on its use as a classroom digital device. Interactive e-books may be read on digital devices designed for reading. Most of the reading devices are compatible with their own computer applications (apps). E-books provide interest and enjoyment in reading experience which prepares children for learning (Roskos et al., 2012). When children engage in e-book reading, they have a sense of control of multi-sensory behavioral communication. If children could not read these interactive e-books using digital devices, they would miss the pleasure of reading (Roskos et al., 2012).

Using e-books, e-readers, and tablets, also called digital devices may change the behaviors of readers due to the type of technology involved (Zambabieri & Carniglia, 2012). The advantages of digital reading devices can be due to the interactivity they provide. The text, pictures, sound, and visuals can benefit readers. With the addition of digital devices young children, and adults have more opportunities to read. The price of e-readers, and I-pads is dropping, and more book publishers are promoting electronic books (Jones & Brown, 2011). Schools are beginning to purchase these devices for their students as well as for teachers. E-readers need to become a part of the classroom in order for children to have immediate access to e-books. When using digital technologies with electronic books, vocabulary building strategies need to be used to encourage reading. Vocabulary building strategies along with animation are beneficial when used with e-books, but there is no difference in comprehension when compared
to printed books (Higgins & Hess, 2000). In the new digital learning environment, multimedia offers opportunities to meet some of the learning needs of students (Roskos et al., 2012). Due to the limitations of the human mind, multimedia programs such as cognitive theory of multimedia learning by Mayer (CTML), provide cognitive theories that exceed the human mind, and promote the thinking process (Kim, Kim, & Whang, 2013). Just reading e-books alone does not promote reading achievement even if they are multimedia. Researched-based reading strategies are still vital to promote fluency, vocabulary building, comprehension, and motivation.

Electronic books may not be a satisfactory replacement for printed books read by adults or children who are read to by adults. Reading electronic books to children introduces digital devices, and technology at an early age. As children read more stories using digital devices, they become less dependent on animation to understand the story. Internet research-based strategies need to be explored in the teaching and learning environment so that using digital devices in the classroom is beneficial to students and the teachers. The internet has brought about interactive informational text; therefore, new types of reading strategies may be needed for students who use the internet to locate information, and narrative text (Corio & Dobler, 2007). The internet has also brought this new technology into the classroom. The introduction of technology takes students beyond reading from a printed text and beyond writing on paper with pencils.

The role of the teacher in e-book and e-text instruction

Researchers found evidence suggesting that many changes are happening such as the development and teaching methods in an online environment. A call to re-examine the role of a teacher is essential when incorporating technology into the learning environment (Salmon, 2000; Bonk, 2003; Jones, 2004). Especially because of the essential role pedagogy has played in the e-
learning setting. A debate from teachers regarding this information is plausible to determine the true purpose for learning and educating (Singh, et al., 2002). The researchers found e-learning environments clearly develop new roles for teachers, such as “e-authoring and e-moderating” (Singh, et al., 2002, p. 44). As a result, difficult questions in education form regarding pedagogy and curriculum (Berge & Collins, 1995; Mason, 1998; Salmon, 2000; Anderson et al., 2001; Laurillard, 2002; Bonk, 2003; Garrison & Anderson, 2003). Researchers indicate this is happening because finding alternative methods of turning traditional teaching items into electronic artifacts is not an easy process, instead it fosters individuals to think about pedagogy in a critical and technological sense (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998; Bonk, 2003; Jochems et al., 2003; Westera, 2004). Jones (2004) indicates that pedagogy is the most significant element, as this ascertains student engagement. In addition, it was stated that university leaders should examine information and communications technology as a new way to look at curriculum based on newly added pedagogies that are in collaborative and constructive form (Jones, 2004).

However, Weller (2002) signaled a warning stating the following:

"In order to successfully deliver an online course, it requires a strong pedagogical strategy. This may require much more thought and reflection that is perhaps given to a traditional lecture series" (p.44).

Present-day pedagogical practices are widely invaded by tools, and semiotic resources of the digital era, an age which as recently sustained transition metaphorically characterized as expected from the hard culture of the 19th and 20th centuries to the fluid informational culture of the 21st century (Area & Pessoa, 2012). Therefore, e-books and e-textbooks may be defined as examples of such instruments, which suggest current opportunities as well as obstacles for
teachers and learners in a constant developing educational atmosphere (Oliveria et al., 2013). To date most research conducted on e-books, has been on undergraduates, who are anticipated to have greater experience with refined study methods, and work routines, than students who are enrolled in an elementary setting (Sun et al., 2012; Quan-Haase & Martin, 2011; Rose, 2011; Nicholas et al., 2010).

One conclusion reached through the study while conducting the research regarding e-reader use is that many users lack time at using devices. The lack of time may attribute to the level of expertise individuals can perform tasks using the devices. Some tasks that face hindrance include reading, while engaged with technology tools/devices (McAnulty et al., 2012). Researchers agree with this debate and recommend that before using e-readers for academic use, teachers should look at taking time to assist students with learning the key functions of these multi-touch devices and the body language to engage with them. New users can find easy tasks such as opening a book, turning pages, and adapting to the screen could be major obstacles. Therefore, it is recommended to enlighten students with reading books on the iPad, or other e-reader using specific steps. Schugar, Smith and Schugar (2013) recommend these steps:

- Demonstrate to students how to turn on the device and gain access to the apps they seek.
- Model to students how teachers can control devices such as implementing locking features.
- Model to students how to open an e-book, flip pages, and use interactive features based on the app being used on the device.
- Give students specific expectations regarding their use and interactions with devices as they read and re-read information in the future (p.618).
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Teachers must not be naive when it comes to the level of experience students have with using tablet devices (or other mobile devices, like an iPhone), instead, teachers must be sure students are prepared with all the necessary training using technological devices to obtain and read an e-book efficiently, (Schugar, Smith, & Schugar, 2013). Furthermore, researchers state that teachers should teach students to transfer what they know about print reading to e-reading (Schugar, Smith, & Schugar, 2013). Teachers involved in reading e-books with their students can aid comprehension through scaffolding the skill with a specific strategy when teaching practices are being implemented (Schugar, Smith, & 2013). Mainly it is important that teachers demonstrate how they implement strategies to reading e-books, and clearly reveal how the implementation of the strategy is either related or divergent across the two options (Schugar, Schugar, & Penny, 2012). Strategies used when reading such as inferring, predicting, retelling/summarizing, and comprehension are appropriate ones that may be applied when transferring from print rich to electronic text (Schugar, Schugar, & Penny, 2012).

Nevertheless, all strategies are not transferable between the various types of text. Researchers found strategies such as coding and previewing are troublesome or unachievable to do before engaging in the reading process in numerous interactive picture e-books (Schugar, Schugar, & Penny, 2012). Additionally, teachers must review with students the proper use (s) of those supports that involve interactive use (Schugar, Schugar, & Penny, 2012). Features such as a dictionary and option to read to the individual, are necessary skills students should know how to use, when teachers are assisting them with the transfer of targeted print-based reading skills (Schugar, Schugar, & Penny, 2012). Researchers believe students should not depend on the features when engaging in e-reading opportunities because the time necessary to use dictionary functions may interfere with the reading process (Schugar, Schugar, & Penny, 2012).
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In order for students’ experiences with use of e-books to be positive and not negative, teachers can help them in negotiating a balance between using the interactions to support comprehension, and using them in a way that hinders their opportunities to implement strategies while reading (Schugar, Schugar, & Penny, 2012). Additionally, teachers must take a role when students are e-reading on tablet devices, so that they may assist the students with applying their existing strategies for establishing main ideas and important information as well as overcoming distractions within the text (Schugar, Smith, & Schugar, 2013). E-books have become easily available to teachers and students in many languages and offer instructional support features/and or multimedia features for use (de Jong & Bus, 2003).

According to Korat and Shamir (2004) today’s e-books come in a variety of versions, such as animated and interactive. They reported there are many children’s’ e-books which are programmed to be interactive including having multimedia effects, written print, oral, musical sound, and animation (Korat & Shamir, 2012). These features enable young children to enjoy e-books in addition to allowing them to learn new words and storytelling (Korat & Shamir, 2012). Researchers stated that there are e-books that were developed using thinker reader software which, enables teachers to match the e-books to identified comprehension strategies that support the instructional needs of students (Zucker et al., 2009). E-books provide the technology component of instruction for students.

However, there has been a huge push in policy and learning standards for teachers to use technology to support literacy teaching. Electronic books seem to be a favored approach for assisting students with meeting the standards and acquiring development in their literacy stages (Zucker et al., 2009). Nevertheless, there is a deficiency of solidarity concerning e-books regarding the following statements listed.
Anderson-Inman & Horney’s (2000, p. 49) study found the following:

- the extent to which electronic books support different aspects of students’ literacy development.
- which students may benefit from the use of this technology; and
- which “supportive” features within e-books improve literacy outcomes (p.49).

Researchers urge teachers to provide guided instruction when implementing the use of interactive picture e-books through initiating students’ experience before reading, eliciting students to answer comprehension questions during reading, and assisting students with the process of extending their thinking beyond the text after reading. It is possible teachers may be able to guide students, so that they may be able to overcome problems that may arise with interactive features when using interactive e-books. Additionally, educators are encouraged to consider how some interactive features of the text may motivate students, while diverting them from important information in the text. It is imperative that teachers model strategies for e-reading, help students in shifting traditional reading actions to electronic texts, and make selections on quality interactive-e-books that will scaffold students’ reading. Furthermore, according to Schugar, Smith and Schugar (2013, p. 623) the following should be considered when implementing e-books:

1. Review whether the interactive qualities in the e-books you use with children disturb, aid, or expand their understanding of the text.
2. Give students an interchangeable strategy when instructing, that can be used with e-book reading.
3. Examine e-books for value, precision, and readability before utilizing them for instruction.

4. Offer students chances to practice reading with both traditional and electronic books.

**Scaffolding and Teaching Reading using Technology**

By implementing the components of social constructivism in the classroom environment, reading and writing can be taught using approaches based on the theories of Vygotsky (1978) in Blake and Pope (2008). Teachers may use e-books, I-pad, I-phones, and internet technologies to enhance teaching strategies that improve learning though cognitive and social theories ascribed by Piaget and Vygotsky (1978) in Blake and Pope (2008). Social constructivism and cognitive constructivism can assist teachers in developing tools for an effective classroom (Blake & Pope, 2008). Teachers often use Piaget’s theory of cognitive or individual constructivism to help students to learn but have ignored Vygotsky’s social theory in the classroom. Blake and Pope (2008) indicated that teachers who incorporate the theories of Piaget and Vygotsky into their teaching strategies, will have a better opportunity of increasing the achievement of their students than those who do not. According to Blake and Pope (2008) Vygotsky emphasizes the roles of social interaction and instruction. It is suggested that development does not occur before socialization. However, social relations enforce developmental functions according to Vygotsky (1978) in Blake & Pope (2008). Vygotsky’s theory developed concepts of cognitive learning zones referred to as the zone of actual development (ZAD), which form when students can independently complete tasks (Blake & Pope, 2008). In the study for the research being undertaken, observations will be used to document students who engage in social activities as well as charting their cognitive growth during progress monitoring. There is also the zone of
proximal development (ZPD) which shows a gap of what learners can do without the help of the teacher, and those tasks that require help or assistance (Daniels, 2001). Both instruction and learning occur in the ZPD, and students can experience success when the theory is given thought. While researchers believe that tablet devices have excellent potential for classroom instruction, they argue that educators should use caution when determining whether to introduce them into the classroom to assist with instruction. Various circumstances should be considered by teachers when developing and scaffolding reading instruction.

Schugar, Smith, & Schugar (2008, p. 623) recommend the following questions for teachers to ask:

1. Will the e-reader allow access to content that is unlike or better suited to the assignment?
2. What kind of help will the students need to read e-books?
3. What will be the proportion of devices to students (e.g., one to one or many to one)?
4. What monetary limitations exist for incorporating these devices into the classroom?

Furthermore, researchers are hesitant to completely support e-reading for instruction until more research has occurred on how students read interactive books. E-book reading does have a place in a 21st century classroom according to Schugar, Smith and Schugar (2013).

**Theoretical Framework**

Teachers need to have a greater understanding of the theories of Vygotsky and Piaget to assist them with student reading challenges. Today’s classrooms should be designed to give
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greater power to students to become involved in their own learning (Creswell, 2014). Teachers need effective professional development and researched based resources to be effective in their presentation of instructional strategies (Creswell, 2014). Teachers also need to understand how to incorporate the theories of Vygotsky and Piaget into the classroom for a positive result in student learning (Creswell, 2014).

Schools may need to be restructured to include the developmental theories of Piaget and Vygotsky (1978) which might be useful in raising student achievement. Teachers have various opinions about reading sessions that might help students with reading skills in elementary schools. Not all teachers believe that e-books, computers (reading programs), and tablets motivate students to engage in more reading at school and home. In fact, some teachers believe that computers are babysitters and should be used as a reward for students who do not misbehave. Teachers need a better understanding of the use of technology in conjunction with psychological theories such as those introduced by Vygotsky and Piaget (1978). Using Piaget’s and Vygotsky’s (1978) theories in teaching strategies in elementary classrooms, student learning might increase when those theories are used with technology assisted instruction.

The theories of social constructivism provide a framework for teaching reading from a cognitive and social perspective, such as engaging students in scaffolding learning, and are the foundation for the development of early reading programs used in classrooms, such as Reading Recovery and Guided Reading (Creswell, 2014). Using Vygotsky’s theory, the teacher can guide his or her students through instruction (Creswell, 2014). Students will engage in scaffolding, small groups, cooperative learning, and group problem solving, peer tutoring, assistive learning, and/or alternative assessment (Blake & Pope, 2008). Vygotsky’s theory focuses on social interaction through play to impact student and adult learning (Blake & Pope, 2008). Fogarty
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(1999) stated “Vygotsky’s theory suggests that we learn first through person-to-person interactions and then individually through an internalization process that leads to deep understanding” (p.77).

Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) suggests peers or other adults give help to students who cannot successfully finish a task alone; the ZPD refers to the gap between what students can do by themselves and what they need assistance with (Daniels, 2011). Students experience success in the ZPD when they receive instructional support. According to Northrop and Killeen (2013) using iPads to build literacy skills suggests that technology creates a new opportunity to use technology tools in early literacy skill development. Although technology increases student engagement and motivation, it does not automatically lead to increased student achievement (Northrop & Killeen, 2013). The instructional framework of gradual release must be used when students work with iPads and tablets (Northrop & Killeen, 2013). Teachers must ensure that students are working at their instructional level or independent level and accessing and working with the desired literacy content (Duke & Pearson, 2002; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983). The instructional framework of gradual release of responsibility can be changed and made usable with other technology devices (Northrop & Killeen, 2013). Neumann and Neumann (2014) suggest use of iPads, tablets, e-books, computers, computer programs are linked to student-centered learning. Northrop and Killeen (2013) do not offer any empirical data for using apps and other technologies, just a framework for effective teaching. The framework would benefit this qualitative study because it provides evidence of effective teaching strategies such as scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1978). This needs to be investigated with the use of technology (Vygotsky, 1978).
Chapter 3: Methodology

Process of Research

This study utilized qualitative methodology as its research design. The dependent variable in this case study was e-books, computers, and tablets. The independent variables were teachers, students, and one administrator. Qualitative data from observations, interviews, questionnaires, school MAP (Reading) scores, videos, art projects, and emails were collected during the research process. The collected data was used to determine the effects of e-books, tablets, and computers on student performance (pre and posttest MAP). The targeted population included second-fifth grade students, grade level teachers, and an administrator. Eight students in grades second-fifth grade, four grade level reading teachers, and one administrator made up the numbers for the targets of the study. The teachers who are participants facilitated reading lessons to students who were not reading on grade level. Field notes of observations, and interviews were conducted with each participant. The case study included a principal, and four teachers who taught grades 2-5 in an elementary school. Teachers that were used in the research taught students in an inner-city school in which many students were under performing in reading. All the students in the study were on free or reduced lunch, of black ethnicity, and ranged in ages 7-12. All research took place in an inner-city school that is a newly constructed two-story facility with a modern media center, and an interior gymnasium for student use.

Qualitative research was chosen because it is designed to open a target audience’s scope of behavior and change the perceptions that push it with specific subjects or issues. Qualitative research uses in depth studies of mini groups of people to facilitate, and support the construction and hypotheses (Yazan, 2015). Additionally, qualitative research desires to get a better
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understanding through immediate, honest reporting, and quotations of actual discussions. Furthermore, it serves to understand how the participants gain meaning from their environment, and how their meaning impacts their behavior (Yazan, 2015). There was a concern that many students were not prepared for working in a global society driven by technology resources that are not available at the school nor in some of their homes. I believe the students need to be immersed in reading using various technology programs which may provide active engagement when reading lessons are occurring. Therefore, using qualitative research may assist with data collection for writing grants to secure technology and reading resources that support reading during instruction. According to several readings, it has been determined that qualitative research uses more than one format and may be used to solve the problem associated with reading using technology. Qualitative research explores the problem through observation, interviews, and explanation of artifacts (Creswell, 2014).

**Purpose Statement**

The purpose of this study is to investigate e-books, computers, tablets, and the how they enhance reading skills. There is a problem with reading achievement as measured by the MAP assessment in reading achievement of student performance in the case study. According to data from the Georgia Department of Education’s (2018) report card found on their website, there are several Georgia schools struggling to meet the required proficiency level in reading among students to include children in this case study. Despite providing additional reading interventions to increase overall test scores from eighty percent to eighty five percent passing, based on reading scores (MAP-reading scores), students reading scores continue to decline in the state of Georgia (Georgia Department of Education, 2018). The problem has negatively impacted the students in elementary grades second through fifth because they are struggling to read on grade
level. A possible cause of the problem is a lack of the use of technology resources, along with researched-based reading strategies during reading instruction from teachers. There may also be a need for more professional development and learning opportunities to be available for teachers to assist students with relevance of having students direct their own learning, and the proper use of implementing research-based reading strategies to mediate the use of technology.

**Research Purpose**

The purpose of the study will add to the body of knowledge concerning the use of e-books, computers, tablets, and its impact on the reading achievement. As a result of the study, the qualitative findings will be added to the body of research to determine whether reading with e-books, computers, and tablets improves reading comprehension. There is a need to study the effects of technology resources such as e-books, computers (reading programs), and tablets to assist individual learners with reading deficiencies. The technology revolution affects society, and I believe the use of technology is rapidly growing in schools and the world. According to Wyatt (2016), “education must become more productive in its work and more responsive in its program without losing its perceptive in the process” (p.8). Teachers should provide new strategies that include the use of technology along with research-based reading strategies to improve or enhance reading. Evidence of the impact of technology use in elementary schools must be explored so that teachers do not use it for babysitting students who are under performing in reading.
Qualitative Research Questions

1. What are teachers’ beliefs about e-books, computers, and tablets in motivating elementary students to engage in more reading at school?

2. How do teachers scaffold knowledge and facilitate learning using these technological devices?

Figure 1: Study Context: A visual representation of a research design
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Context

The study follows a qualitative interpretive approach, case study design for my research. The research tradition that best suites the study is case study research. According to Creswell (2009), “case study analysis enables the researcher to make a detail description of the case and its setting” (p.163). The purpose of the research is to determine the use of e-books, computers, and tablets to enhance reading skills of elementary students. A qualitative research design using case study will be implemented (Creswell, 2014). Raw data were collected from four observations, four from each participant: two interviews per participant, and two questionnaires, school data such as, MAP reading and Georgia Milestones Assessment System scores. The participants in this study are certified early childhood education teachers. Teachers work daily in an elementary school with students in grades second through fifth. Additional artifacts such as, videos, art projects, audio, and emails will be used while conducting the case study.

Research Setting and Participants

My research takes place in a K-5 elementary school within a local school district. The school is a Title I school with 98% of the school population on free and reduced lunch. The assumption is that ninety-eight percent of the sample size of eight students were on free or reduced lunch. However, my research will include teachers from grades 2nd through 5th grade in an elementary school. Since instrumental case study has been chosen, the use of the conceptual structure of case study for research will be used, which are functions of certain types of activities, and sites of the activities, data gathering techniques, documents, and mini cases (Stake, 1995). The function of the research was to determine whether teachers found if students were motivated and engaged with the use of e-books, computers, and tablets during reading class
sessions to improve learning. The activities that were used during the research included paired reading using e-books, computer reading programs, and the use of tablets during independent reading sessions. Teachers modeled and used instructional scaffolding to promote deeper learning as suggested by Vygotsky (1978) in Blake and Pope (2017). The reading sessions/activities took place in designated teachers’ reading classrooms and included students who were currently enrolled in my reading class due to declining reading scores on Benchmark test. There was total of four participants (teachers) used in this case study.

Table 1 shows participant demographics All participants were female. Participants ranged in ages 35 -60 years of age. Two teachers had 10 or more years of experience; one had 5-10 years of experience; and one teacher had 1-5 years of experience.

Table 1.

**Participant Demographics (N=4)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Education

Masters 3
Specialist 1

Years teaching in an urban setting

1 to 5 years 1
5 to 10 years 1
10 to 20 years 1
20 to 30 years 1

Sampling Procedures

Teachers were selected using purposive sampling strategy (Palys, T., 2008). According to Palys (2008) purposive sampling was used to guide the research. The choice for sampling was
based on the best method that suited the objectives for the research. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval from Kennesaw State University, and request for permission to conduct research from the Office of Accountability, and Assessment in the school district in this study was granted before any task could occur. Teachers who teach in grades second through fifth were given a letter requesting participation in the study. Prior approval was requested from administrators granting participants (teachers) permission to receive letters to be a part of the study through written communication. The principal/building leader approved all correspondence before mail-outs were completed. Lastly, at the end of the study, teachers were informed of the data collection, and analysis process used in the study as well as what the study revealed regarding how they used technology in the classroom.

The strategy was chosen because it allows for selecting teachers who teach children reading in which those students must measure a certain level of proficiency to achieve the district benchmark and state testing goal. I relied on the judgment from administrators, and other teachers for selecting the teachers in the population I worked with daily. Also included in the study were students from the teachers selected, one administrator, and parents of the participants. Before any type of research began that included human subjects, an Institutional Review Board (IRB) review was established. There were important guidelines that must be understood and followed, set by the IRB and the Office of Institutional Effectiveness. There were IRB workshops and information session request forms that were made via Kennesaw State University’s IRB web page. Once understanding of the IRB process was completed, the applicant started the process of submitting and IRB application. During this process the applicant reviewed several important aspects that were listed on the KSU IRB website such as: IRB review classifications, IRB application form, consent templates, consent checklist, KSU mass
email policy, what to expect during the process, and progress report. The process was followed, and permission was obtained from site supervisor (principal) before research was begun. Any additional data, permission, and correspondence needed was initiated through the principal.

**Data Collection and Instruments**

The data collection was a result of observations that took place in computer labs, classrooms, and media center. As a qualitative researcher, "data must be gathered by observing information that can be seen, heard, or felt" (Stake, 2010 p.90). Some observations were participant based and included teachers and an administrator. The types of survey instruments used were questions given to interview participants to determine their understanding of the research questions. Surveys were based on predetermined questions with data converted for qualitative purposes. The researcher used journals to keep records of information obtained during the study. There are many technology tools that were used to assist in the gathering and collection of data. Google forms assisted with creating questionnaires along with several other technology apps and programs to support data gathering methods, such as Storify, Kobo Toolbox, Dragon mobile, and field notes app. Advanced qualitative methods were used to collect data. Teachers viewed student data to assist with the research process. In order for student data to be used and accessed the following persons were contacted: homeroom teacher, testing coordinator, parents for consent, and administrators. The data needed included test scores (MAP) by Northwest Evaluation Association, Georgia Milestones Assessment System (GMAS), iReady data, federal applications for free lunch, FTE count, observations, surveys, and interviews (teacher/student).
The environmental conditions of the school and classroom were considered. The amount of time teachers spent on instructional lessons was determined to ascertain effects on reading. Time students spent on reading at school and at home was also considered to determine reading progress. The methods and approaches used to teach reading along with interventions used with students who are not reading on grade level were noted. Finally, the methods used by teachers and parents to motivate students to read more included using reading logs to monitor reading times and sessions were determined. Permission from the building/district level supervisor was obtained before any data collection for the study can began.

Data Analysis

According to Creswell (2007), “the central steps of data analysis are: preparing and organizing the data; coding the data; combining the codes into broader categories or themes; and representing; displaying and making comparisons in the data graphs, tables, and charts” (p. 180). Before the data was analyzed, it was collected using the steps mentioned. Data collection included text, audio, images, and video (Creswell, 2007). The data analysis spiral presented by Creswell (2007) was used to collect and manage the data in the study by organizing into files and units. Creswell (2007) also recommended reading the data, writing notes, and reflecting, and describing, classifying, and interpreting data (Creswell, 2007). The data were represented using a matrix, trees, or propositions as suggested by Creswell (2007). According to Saldana (2009), “a code in qualitative inquiry is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data” (p. 3). A single word, sentence or entire page may be used to code data (Saldana, 2009). Saldana (2009) suggests research concerns should be considered as coding takes place. Our research was coded using Atlas ti (2012) which addressed many of our concerns. A list of
questions pertaining to the research were provided for participants’ response, which were then coded using the Atlas ti (2012) software. Open coding as described by Saldana (2009) was used to sweep through data and mark sections of the text selected codes or labels (Saldana, 2009). Axial coding was done to accommodate many codes as recommended by Saldana (2009). Atlas ti (2012) which is a software program used to code data, was used in assisting coding. The items that were coded included: behaviors, events, activities, strategies, states, and meanings which were recommended by Lewins et al., (2005). In addition, participation, relationships, conditions, consequences, settings, and reflections were coded. Using open coding, data was circled or highlighted in sections of the text, selected codes, or labels. Atlas. ti. (2012) enabled me as a researcher to create a hermeneutic unit/ project. In this research project, primary documents were imported, and three families were created for the primary documents. Open coding was selected to code documents. During the coding stage of documents, the creation of quotations, coding textual documents, and coding graphic documents took place. Holton (2010) found, “that memos can be used as theoretical notes pertaining to the data and the conceptual connections between the categories” (p. 32) which was done for this research.

As previously stated, data were collected for the research, and I used Atlas ti (2012) software to analyze the qualitative components. The open coding strategy was used and coded according to each piece of data. Examples of items for coding included activities, software, hardware, and reading observations. Coding took place after categories were identified, relating to patterns or themes. The use of descriptive coding provided a summary of the data. I used descriptive coding which provided a summary of the data. My data was coded according to categories and sub-categories based on themes and key words. Also, I used theoretical coding after categorization of data took place
The study that was proposed followed a qualitative interpretive approach in which trustworthiness, dependability, transferability, and conformability, was used as recommended by Stake (1995). The data was checked for errors through an independent investigation using an external auditor, which enhanced the validity of the study. Peer debriefing among teachers was used to ask questions and review reading data of the students they teach. Electronic surveys, face to face interviews, and observations were conducted during the study. Videos, audio artifacts, and lesson plans were also implemented as resources included in the study. The process enhanced the validity of the study.

**Trustworthiness**

The trustworthiness of the study is created by a framework of credibility, dependability, confirmability, and transferability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Polit & Beck, 2008). **Credibility** was assured by presenting honest viewpoints of participants in the study. **Dependability** documented note changes made during the study. Notes were taken during interviews and observations. **Confirmability** is how others perceive the study. The researcher assured confirmability by triangulation to reduce effect of investigator bias; admission of researcher’s beliefs and assumptions; recognition of defects in study’s methods and their potential effects. Triangulation is the method used to create credibility and was done during the research period by comparing participant’s surveys, interviews, and observations. Self-reflection was done during the study to avoid inserting bias into the data interpretation. Interviews and observations were transcribed and coded using Atlas ti 7 (2012) to analyze the qualitative components. **Transferability** allows the same study to be duplicated in a different environment. That is not always the case in qualitative research.
Confidentiality and Ethics

The researcher must earn the trust and confidence of the participants. In an in-depth-qualitative study there is a limited number of participants (Creswell, 2013). My study was limited to four participants from the same school. Trust and confidence were earned because I used a password protected computer that was always locked. The research was not extended to students.

Before any type of research began that included human subjects, an Institutional Review Board (IRB) was established. There were important guidelines that would be understood and followed, set by the IRB and the Office of Institutional Effectiveness. There were IRB workshops and an information session request forms that were made via Kennesaw State University’s IRB web page. Once the understanding of the IRB process was completed, the applicant started the process of submitting and IRB application. During this process the applicant reviewed several important aspects that were listed on the KSU IRB website such as: IRB review classifications, IRB application form, consent templates, consent checklist, KSU mass email policy, what to expect during the process, and progress report. The process was followed, and permission was obtained from the site supervisor (principal) before the research would occur. Any additional data, permission, and correspondence needed was initiated through the principal. I followed and maintained all ethical standards that applied while conducting human subjects research. I assigned pseudonyms to each participant for interviews and surveys. The information obtained would only be utilized for this study.
CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

The purpose of this research was to determine whether e-books, tablets, and technology instruction influenced elementary teacher instructional practices. Specifically, the researcher investigated if instructional practices using technology such as e-books, tablets, and computer reading programs would be useful if implemented into the learning environment. The following research questions guided my study:

Research Question 1.
What are teachers’ beliefs about e-books, computers, and tablets in motivating elementary students to engage in more reading at school?

Research Question 2.
How do teachers scaffold knowledge and facilitate learning using technological devices such as e-books, computers, and tablets?

This chapter contains the findings and data analysis of this study. Atlas ti. 8 (2019) was used to analyze the data and to help address the research questions of this study. The organization of the data were structured to support an understanding for the various instructional practices used when teaching reading.
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**Description of Participants**

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Role in the study</th>
<th>Contributions to the data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Mann</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Survey responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>conversation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Dash</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Survey responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Black</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Survey responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>conversation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Delancey</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Survey responses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The participants in this study consisted of four teachers who partook in six-month observation sessions and interviews. The observations took place in the designated teacher’s classroom during the school day while teachers were teaching reading. Interview sessions were held before, during, and after school in the classroom. In this study, I examined teachers’ perceptions, instructional practices, and experiences in the use of technology such as, e-books and tablets used to facilitate reading lessons. Four female elementary teachers at an urban elementary school were interviewed and observed by the researcher in this qualitative study (See table 1) Demographic data, number of years teaching, and current teaching status were collected (See table 3). While this study was conducted, teachers at this elementary site taught reading to students ranging from 2nd through 5th grade. Consent to conduct the research was obtained for each teacher. Each teacher completed a pre- and post-survey as well as two additional surveys. In addition, participants engaged in two interviews and two observations with the researcher. This school has technological resources such as Chromebooks, I-Pads, desktop computers, and reading programs to assist students with learning. Some of the teachers in the study used various technology resources to supplement traditional reading strategies in their reading sessions as sited in interviews and questionnaires.

The school district serves over 38,000 students in the county, including elementary schools. At the time of the study, the elementary school had an enrollment of 385 students in grades Preschool through Fifth Grade (P-5). The student to teacher ratio in the school during this time was 20:1. Seventy-nine percent of the students are from economically disadvantaged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic data</th>
<th>Number of years teaching</th>
<th>Current teaching status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflection conversation</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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backgrounds. The student population at the time of the study was 94% Black, 3% Multi-racial, 1% White, 1% Hispanic, and 1% Pacific Islander. Most of the students struggle to read on grade level or above based on test data. Lack of reading, motivation, and parental involvement are issues that appear to challenge students to achieve at their optimal potential. The qualitative data collected from the research participants' individual interviews and observations notes were transcribed. Atlas.ti 8 (“Atlas.ti”, 2019) was the data software used to assist me during this process. I used open coding to identify themes that emerged in the qualitative data that were collected to address the research question in this study. These codes emerged through interviews, observations, and surveys, which allowed for the research questions to be examined and answered (Appendix A). A brief description of each interviewee will follow in the chapter. Each participant completed a survey data form and included descriptions of the individual.

The qualitative data obtained from the research participants are organized based on themes developed through participant interviews and surveys, which later assisted with answering the research questions. A brief description of each interviewee is given.

**Professional Experience**

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Name (Pseudonym)</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Highest level of education</th>
<th>Number of years teaching</th>
<th>Grade Taught</th>
<th>Teaching Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Mann</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Dash</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Black</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Delancey</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participant Interviews

Ms. Mann: Ms. Mann is an African American woman that currently teaches second grade reading. She has nine years teaching experience. She has taught at other schools in different states. In addition to her teaching role, she has held a position as academic coach for an elementary school. Currently, Ms. Mann is the department chair for second grade. During an interview session, Mann stated that she has concerns regarding the students in her class' low performance during the reading sessions. Therefore, she is constantly researching strategies she can implement to address her students’ reading deficiencies. Ms. Mann stated that she has a true passion to elevate students in her class to the next level. She also discussed how she currently seeks resources, and educational learning experiences, to assist her with improving her students’ learning in reading, with instruction that utilizes best practices.

Mrs. Dash: Mrs. Dash is African American, with more than twenty years teaching experience in various elementary schools in several states. During an interview session, she stated that she enjoys teaching reading to the youth because having the ability to read is a powerful tool. Additionally, she stated young students must be equipped with a strong reading foundation early in their education. According to Ms. Dash, many of her students are already struggling with their reading skills. She presses hard every day to give students a high level of instruction, so that student growth can occur.

Mrs. Black: Mrs. Black is African American, with nineteen years teaching experience according to the demographic sheet she completed during the research process. She has taught in a Kindergarten through eighth grade (K-8) setting, as well as elementary Kindergarten through fifth grade(K-5). After the completion of my first observation with Mrs. Black on February 8,
2019, it was obvious the passion she encompasses for wanting to help students strengthen their
reading skills. Every classroom observation or interview conducted with Mrs. Black was filled
with high esteem displayed to help students achieve their academic goals. When asked, what is a
goal that has been set forth that you would like to accomplish this school year? Mrs. Black replied,

"I want all students to have the opportunity to read on grade level or at least get a few
steps closer to meeting their individual reading goal. I want my students to see progress
in their learning. Often, students are not successful because they lack motivation. As
their teacher, I want to provide them with all the necessary tools to help motivate and
ignite their learning."

She also stated during the first interview, her main goal was to ignite her student’s mindset for
reading. She stated,

Reading is my favorite academic area; I understand how it shapes a child’s life and is a
necessary component throughout their education. As a reading teacher I understand the
essentials needed to be a successful reader. Vocabulary, reading comprehension, fluency,
and phonemic awareness are just a few areas I am constantly focusing on with students
during whole and small group instruction, so that a positive impact can be made on
student learning when teaching reading. (Ms. Black’s Interview)

Mrs. Black also stated she was willing to try any reading strategy or computer program
available, that would engage students with becoming better readers. Additionally, she reported
participation in numerous professional development trainings in order to learn new strategies for
reading.
Mrs. DeLancey: Mrs. DeLancey is African American with fewer than three years teaching experience in an elementary school, as indicated by the demographic sheet she competed at the beginning of the study. When speaking with Mrs. Delancey during the first interview, she shared with me her intense desire to aide young children with the ability to read fluently, and on appropriate grade level. She stated the following during the interview,

“I want all children to have an opportunity to be able to speak fluently, write proficiently, and communicate orally. I am very much aware of the need to help my students improve their reading. As a personal goal, I want to improve my teaching instruction for comprehension and vocabulary skills. I honestly believe my students lack motivation, and desire to perform positively in the area of reading.”

Presentation of the Data

In the following section, I will share the findings from the study, as well as emergent themes.

Findings and these themes will be discussed in relation to the research questions.

Research Questions and Participants' Responses

Research Question. 1

What are teachers’ beliefs about e-books, computers, and tablets in motivating elementary students to engage in more reading at school?

Participants were asked by the researcher questions during interviews and the survey instrument was used during this research phase.
As a result of two interviews conducted with participants, there was a common theme established. The impact technology has made on motivating students with their learning. Ms. Dash further shared how the use of technology has played a minimal role in motivating students with reading instruction. She states,

What I established that works best for gaining students' attention is using a variety of teaching resources and styles. By understanding children can easily be distracted both positivity and negatively, I am aware of what actions are needed to obtain a positive outcome. Students who struggle with reading seem to display a lack of interest. They barely complete assignments and when they do, those assignments lack enough understanding of the concept(s). There are many students at the school who share similar backgrounds. When teaching practices are occurring, sometimes it is hard for students to keep their attention on the lesson. Their desire to read lacks motivation without assistance from tools, resources, and individuals. However, when teachers exude a high level of interest and well-being of a student's academics, positive learning outcomes are achievable. Also, implementing the use of technology and programs into the lessons often seems to spark children’s attitude towards reading. The issue that sometimes may block motivation is the teacher’s ability to obtain the necessary tools, resources, or training needed to assist with learning.

Mrs. Black described what an interested and motivated pupil looks like during reading instruction.

Students involved in lessons using technology tend to exhibit lots of energy and curiosity. The students want to figure out the next steps when involved in reading using
the computer or the Mimio Board to access I-Ready. Sometimes students just want to hear what sound or animation is going to catch their attention as they are completing an assignment. They thrive for moments that allow interaction.

*Ms. Dash* acknowledged her experience with implementing technology and witnessing the tool as a motivator was somewhat distorted, stating, it really does not impact the lesson a whole lot. The use of computers during instruction is extremely limited. Traditional teaching methods are what drives the instruction facilitated. Rarely are there assignments that include the use of a Chromebook, Tablet, or computer program. In fact, the only time students use those devices mentioned previously is to complete the district academic computer program (I-Ready). Every week students are required to accumulate at least forty-five minutes of instruction in reading on the computer using this program. Only then, do I provide students with time to use Chromebook because I see them more as a distraction. Surly, when students are given the opportunity to use one of the devices or programs, they are delighted. Yet, my use with these resources in the classroom is extremely limited. Teaching students using basic lecture and small group instruction is the best way to keep student’s attention without any distractions from sound, animation, or visual graphics. These all could be great tools to use when planning reading lessons. However, education, training, and guidance may be a first option before incorporating them into the lesson.
## Technology Used in Classroom

### Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EPIC</strong></th>
<th>A children’s subscription book service that allows children to read chapter books and various other using the online platform. The website offers a digital library for students under 12 years of age. Epic.com, 2020</th>
<th><a href="http://www.getepic.com">www.getepic.com</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Google Classroom</strong></td>
<td>Google collaborated with educators to create a classroom streamlined with easy to use tools to help manage student classwork and learning. Using Google classroom allows educators to communicate between student and teacher in a paperless fashion. Teachers can create multiple classes, post assignments, organize individual student work and view as well as grade student work in real time. Students can communicate among peers and the teacher as learning occurs. Googleclassroom.com, 2020</td>
<td><a href="http://www.classroom.google.com">www.classroom.google.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ready</td>
<td>An online program that assesses student learning in the area of reading and builds an individual learning program to help improve student weaknesses in the area of reading and math. Ireadycentral.com, 2020</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ireadycentral.com">www.ireadycentral.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Theory</td>
<td>Is an educational resource (program) for K-12 grade users that can be used in the classroom or home to help build on reading, writing, and critical thinking skills. The online comprehension program assigns students assessments that are measured by their individual skill level. Data is generated from the results. Readtheory.org, 2020</td>
<td><a href="http://www.readtheory.org">www.readtheory.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Works</td>
<td>Provides online reading passages and lessons for all grade levels K-12. The program's mission aims to bring current research in the area of literacy to the learning environment. Read Works.org, 2020</td>
<td><a href="http://www.readworks.org">www.readworks.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeeSaw</td>
<td>This app can be used by teachers to discover creativity amongst</td>
<td><a href="http://www.seesaw.me">www.seesaw.me</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on classroom observations and interview notes, teachers within the study utilized or had access to a variety of technology in relation to instruction. Table 4 provides a list of these resources as well as a description.

**Emergent Themes**

The case study interviews, surveys, and observations revealed five emergent themes that provided data for answering the two research questions of the study. The emergent themes in the study provided data, based on the reading strategies and approaches by each teacher, and their use of technology to enhance reading skills of elementary students. Interview data from teachers identified five emergent themes. Emergent themes presented the following: (a) technology as a motivator for student reading engagement; (b) time spent with reading technology is perceived as not beneficial reading instructional time; (c) technology is not viewed as an assessment tool for reading; (d) e-books/technological devices; (e) need for professional development; staff members participated in interviews, and observations, disseminating their experiences relevant to this case study.
Technology as a motivator for student reading engagement

The use of technology to motivate students and engage them in reading was tablets.

_Tables_. *Ms. Mann* noted a lack of tablets at school revealed there was a lack of motivation for reading in the classroom setting. In contrast, *Mrs. Black* noted, students desire to use the reading apps and programs introduced in school and at home through a tablet or mobile phone were stimulating. Those programs included Google Classroom and Read Works. Students in the fourth-grade class would often share elements from a story such as characters, setting and events using the app or reading programs to access a book or reading skill. *Mrs. Delancey* stated, “using a tablet to engage in reading could be beneficial, however many students do not have access to a tablet.” She also explained that lack of resources and devices may limit the effects of using tablets to motivate students to engage in more reading at school and/or home.

_Reading Programs_. *Mrs. Mann* noted students were excited about reading using the app called EPIC and I-Ready online program. “There is engagement and motivation to read when teachers give students other options for encountering reading experiences.” *Mrs. Delancey* described her experience with students using I-Ready revealed students easily lost focus on their lessons.” My students did not seem to have the proper motivation and drive to complete reading lessons independently.” She also stated utilizing the program with increments of time would allow for students to maintain their interest in reading. *Mrs. Black* stated “Honestly, I believe students must have discipline when interacting with reading apps or programs because it makes them accountable for their actions.” *Ms. Dash* stated, “I think when students hold themselves responsible for learning, they have a desire to stay on the right path.” Participants noted students
engaged in more reading at home and school using e-books, computers (Chromebooks), specific reading programs, and tablets rather than traditional books.

*Mrs. Black* explained, “I see concentration and reading interest heavily displayed when students are given access to e-books.”

*Ms. Mann* alluded to the “incentives given to students through media staff and teachers, can prompt pupils to enter into more time for reading. Bulletin boards that measure the amount of time spent reading (stamina); Accelerated Reader point system, limo rides, trinkets, free books, lunch, and certificates revealed students increased their reading time, with hopes of obtaining an incentive.” *Mrs. Delancey* stated, “I find it is difficult even with e-books to motivate students who are not interested in learning.” *Ms. Dash* noted, although students are engaged using e-books as a resource for reading, their attention span become unfocussed with a short amount of time.”

Technology with Reading is Perceived as not Beneficial Instructional Time

*Computers.* Teachers noted students’ attachment to wanting to access the computer regularly throughout instructional time. However, participants shared woes regarding computer usage integrated with reading instruction.

**Time spent with reading technology is perceived as not beneficial reading instructional time**

*Ms. Delancey* noted students get off track and lose focus using computers at school. She stated “having restrictions on the computers would be beneficial to keeping students on the proper track for learning. *Mrs. Black* described her experience with students use of computers was “very
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restricted.” She also explained that many students will try to misuse a computer, however the teacher and parent must set parameters in place prior to the implementation of computers in the classroom and home. Mrs. Mann stated, “you have to explain the rules for the computer, along with the expectations.”

Ms. Delancey discovered several behaviors with her students when they used chrome books to access reading assignments. She shared a few of those by stating,

Reading instruction is difficult at times because students are not interested in learning how to use certain strategies in reading. Most of them believe that if they call words, they can read. Often, there are many challenges that arise during instruction that force students to not be on task. The only time students seem to receive interaction is if a video, power point, music, or e-book is implemented into the lesson. Students find great joy in having a book read-aloud from the computer, Chromebook, or tablet, or a lesson that talks to them via one of the tools mentioned above. They no longer view reading as being boring and drab. However, sometimes students can become too involved with the computer when given an academic assignment. There are several tasks I assign students to complete using Google classroom or a computer program. When assignments are given for students to complete, sometimes they take extended periods of time, just to stay on the computer. Instead of them trying to put their all into lessons and produce quality work, they just find themselves wasting vital time. For example, students are given walk around the room, that the computer screen is flashing “are you still there?” This message appears when students have not been engaged for a certain period. Lessons are not being completed with enough sincerity regarding the quality of work that is being developed and produced by students using Chromebook or tablets. More often than
enough, students are not doing the right thing on the computer. Instead, they are minimizing computer/tablet screens, listening to music, and playing games. Utilizing the computer to assist with instruction is good at times. Students seem to find joy and excitement when working with technology. However, you must be aware of how much technology you are using and whether it is making a positive or negative impact on instruction and students.

**Technology is not viewed as an effective assessment tool for reading**

Throughout the interview sessions, all teachers indicated the value of assessment when determining student growth. "Assessment is the process of generating, gathering, recording, interpreting, using, and reporting evidence of learning in individuals, groups or systems, which relies upon a number of instruments, one of which may be a test. Educational assessment provides information about progress in learning, (Assessment in the Primary School Curriculum, Guidelines for Schools, NCCA:2007:4). When addressing the question, what are teachers’ opinions about reading sessions that help students with reading skills in elementary students? Participants discussed their opinions on the use of assessments through interviews. Many of the responses included the following: assessments are attached to students’ profiles throughout their academic journey, and those assessments may include positive or negative experiences in their education. Research indicates that the use of classroom assessments could increase achievement of low struggling learners, when provided feedback to students on their learning. Furthermore, assessments could monitor student growth and progress, and can be used to help teachers change their instruction, to help students meet their goals, (Black and William, 1998). During further discussions with interview participants, other comments were made.
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Ms. Mann stated,

Too many assessments are given to students, throughout their educational time. We are constantly testing students in order to determine their abilities in learning. Often, teachers are not given an opportunity to voice concerns over the amount of testing that occurs daily. Instead, the teacher is charged with performing the task when given. Many of the computer or tablet to perform the test. Without background knowledge or experience, operating these devices can be difficult for a young school age child. Since reading and phonological test are given in a technological platform, young learners could benefit from a teacher guiding them through the process. If students are unaware how to use devices need practice opportunities, and other alternative options to assessing their learning without the dependency of technology. Particularly when it comes to assessing students' reading skills.

Mrs. Black acknowledged the number of assessments given to students on a year-round basis was astonishing. Most of those assessments given use technology to deliver the tests. A battery of those being reading achievement assessments. According to Mrs. Black,

Students in elementary school start taking assessments incredibly early. Many of the children are very well versed in taking an assessment using a digital platform. Yet, students continue to struggle with their results. The test should be determining the obtain a definite outcome of the assessment. Benchmark tests are given three times grasped the information taught all year. Sometimes those assessments may not always be the best method of determining whether a skill has been mastered. Class work, measuring student knowledge.
Ms. Dash pointed out the importance of implementing assessments with fidelity, especially in the area of reading by stating,

Teachers must be aware of the way they assess student learning. There must be a clear understanding of why the student is engaging in the assessment, and whether they have been prepared to be successful in the results. Assessments happen periodically throughout the year to measure student reading skills. Sometimes because of the number of tests given, it is hard to establish whether progress is being made. Therefore, assessments that are only given every nine weeks, should not be the only method of assessing student learning. Reading skills can be demonstrated in other forms besides an electronic test. Educators could engage in other types of assessment to measure students' learning. Currently, the assessments that are used for reading, do not align with each other. Therefore, the learning established may not be a clear determination, because the different assessments are not aligned to measure on the same criteria and weight.

Ms. Delancey stressed testing students in reading constantly is inevitable. She stated,

Testing is a major component in the educational system. Many people are held accountable when you think about the outcomes of testing. Reading is such a key element in life. Yet, many individuals struggle to meet the basic goals of achievement. Finding solutions to the reading issue is especially important to young students. Reading deficiency needs to have a chance early, to be corrected or improved. Too much emphasis is placed on achieving on a test instead of mastering the skill of reading. Educators need to find various methods to determine students' ability to read without constantly testing them. Test results indicated recently; many students continue to struggle with
subject content in reading after three administrations of the same test. No testing results have proven to show a high rate of growth in reading. Providing students with alternative assessments that do not require them to incur test anxiety or other issues, may be a solution. Allowing students to flourish without depending on a benchmark test to determine absolute reading progress, could be the answer to motivating students to read more.

The participants all shared a concern for assessments (test) given to students in the area of reading and the time used. The interviewees, also established the need for implementing other methods of assessing a child’s learning in reading, could be beneficial if test were not listed as the sole assessment. Three out of the four participants shared positive views regarding technology being used to motivate students to read. Teachers highlighted engagement, incentives, and concentration as factors that assist with students wanting to read more using e-books, tablets, computers, and reading programs. Understanding some of the teacher’s beliefs that implementing technology resources into reading motivated students to read, lead to more lessons including technology as a part of the lesson planning and teaching stage. During the study participants were asked to share their lesson plans for reading as a way of documenting their use with various technology tools, and resources implemented in the lesson. All participants found this task to be immensely helpful because it allowed them to evaluate their teaching, planning, and facilitation. Mrs. Delancey admitted her experiences with technology being used to motivate students was not favorable. Thus, inferring in several interview sessions, she stated,

I need more training on how to integrate technology into her teaching lessons. Perhaps, professional learning sessions that focus on planning and teaching lessons using e-books,
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tablets, computers, and reading programs will be an additional support implemented in the future.

Although, the perceptions of the more experienced teachers are favorable for technology implementation into lessons, resources used to motivate students to read and improve instruction displayed mixed views. The need for parental involvement was stressed by participants as an essential component needed to help assist students strengthen their reading at home and school. Partnerships were suggested for future recommendations to help bridge the gap with students learning in the area of reading and parental involvement. While conducting an observation, I viewed communication from teachers sent to parents soliciting them to accept a role in their child’s learning. Several newsletters given to parents included tips parents can use in order to address low reading skills. Yet, participants mentioned there was not enough positive and consistent involvement from parents with being involved in their child’s education. Specifically, the area of reading instruction. Overall, those teachers involved in the study shared their connections with the research questions by answering the following:

Did technology guide and strengthen learning in other areas besides reading?

Were students motivated to see if there was a positive impact on reading using technology to enhance reading skills?

Did teachers share their perceptions on the use of technology to facilitate reading instruction?

Participants were able to provide the researcher with responses through surveys, interviews, and observations conducting during the study.
Research Question 2.

How do teachers scaffold knowledge and facilitate learning using technological devices?

Participants were asked during interview sessions and surveys to share methods used to scaffold knowledge. The researcher observed scaffolding practices by the participant.

**Use of E-Books/Technological Devices**

All four participants stated during several interview sessions that they either use e-books, computer programs such as (I-Ready), tablets, mobile phones, and/or laptop/desktop computers as tools used with the facilitation of learning. These participants were able to display the tools being incorporated in the lessons through their reading lesson plans. These resources are linked as instruments used to scaffold knowledge. For example, Mrs. Black provided reading lesson plans that included differentiated instruction. The plans further detailed small group instruction in which the teacher lead a small group of students with guided practice of the skill being taught.

Mrs. Black discussed with me during an interview session how she scaffolds learning by stating,

I assign lessons that have been previously taught by me as practice and/or remediation for students using I-Ready. Students are given the opportunity to have the standard taught to them using a computer program with animated characters. Once the lesson is taught, students must take a quiz to measure whether they mastered understanding of the standard.

Ms. Mann shared how she scaffolds learning using technology by stating,

I love for my students to see their progress with learning. Therefore, I use Seesaw as a technological portfolio that allows students to record and capture pictures of what they
are learning using an online platform. Not only are my students able to capture their learning using technology, they can share their portfolio with parents and me (the teacher).

All the participants were asked in their interviews, if the use of the six components of reading, which are: phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, comprehension, and writing were used to aide scaffolding in the lessons. They collectively shared the response that sometimes the ability to master all those components are a struggle for students. However, the teachers stated if they apply the following strategies such as visual aids, time for students to talk during the lesson, pre-teaching vocabulary, giving students opportunities to ask questions, pause, and review as scaffolding techniques, they may have a better chance of becoming proficient readers with the usage of the components. They further added by the responses in Atlas ti, the ability to immediately dive into these skills are somewhat awkward for students if there has not been any prior exposure. Interviewees were asked during the second interview to expound on other processes used to assist students while teaching, specifically those struggling with reading instruction.

**Ms. Mann’s response:** One experience mentioned was the development and publishing of a book that was written and illustrated by her students. She acknowledged that while many of her students struggle with reading and writing, she uses creativity when planning her lessons to engage students in reading. She also stated the importance of differentiating lessons, so that all learners are reached from some capacity.

Ms. Mann indicated that currently the school provides the program I-Ready and the resource called Mimeo for teacher use with students in the classroom. I-Ready is a program by
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Curriculum Associates that allows students to learn through an individualized on-line and teacher-led instruction tailored to each student’s specific needs. Mimeo is an interactive board that allows students and teachers the ability to interact using the computer, app, website, video, or program.

I was able to witness students exemplify high intensity to perform reading and writing skills when using the computer program and/ or interactive board during a reading lesson. As a result of implementing Chromebooks and technology programs into reading instruction, Ms. Mann believes students are willing and eager to engage in classroom instruction with the use of Chromebooks. Particularly, those lessons that provide sound, such as the reading of the story or questions read aloud to them.

Mrs. Dash’s response:

When speaking with Mrs. Dash during an interview, she noted.

If there is a word or question that appears to be incredibly challenging, my students will quickly lose focus. I find myself having to physically go stand over them, for them to be redirected to answering the question or completing the task on the computer screen.

(Mrs. Dash’s, interview)

Mrs. Dash seemed interested in understanding how students were able to communicate with each other about the text when teaching a specific standard using a book. She further wanted to assess whether students seem to understand the reading skilled being taught when allowing students to have discussion with each other in pairs or groups. Additionally, Mrs. Dash acknowledged finding joy when students displayed high levels of energy when completing reading activities on the Chromebooks or with peers. She stated her passion and motivation for reading was because
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students could earn rewards for a specific number of lessons completed using the program I-
Ready.

**Mrs. Black's response** When asked, what is a goal that has been set forth by you, that
you would like to accomplish this school year with students that show weaknesses with their
reading skills.? Mrs. Black replied,

I want all students to have the opportunity to read on grade level or at least get a few
steps closer to meeting their individual reading goal. I want my students to see
progress in their learning. Often, students are not successful because they lack
motivation. As their teacher, I want to provide them with all the necessary tools to
help motivate and ignite their learning. I hold a lot of responsibility in making sure
lessons are provided to students that help guide their learning. I believe it is
important for me to teach, but also for students to teach and learn from one another.

She also stated during the first interview her main goal was to ignite her student’s mindset for
reading. Mrs. Black shared the following as it relates to how she applies scaffolding within her
lessons.

Reading is my favorite academic area; I understand how it shapes a child’s life and is a
necessary component throughout their education. As a reading teacher I understand the
essentials needed to be a successful reader. Vocabulary, reading comprehension, fluency,
and phonemic awareness are just a few areas I am constantly focusing on with students
during whole and small group instruction, so that a positive impact can be made on
student learning when teaching reading. I understand my teaching alone does not always
get the job done immediately. At times, I must solicit other resources such as Chrome
books and computer technology programs to assist students with improving their reading instruction. (Ms. Black’s interview)

Mrs. Black stated, “she was willing to try any reading strategy or computer program possible, that would engage students with becoming better readers.” The program I-Ready is a research-based computer app that offers teachers the ability to differentiate instruction in reading for students using its program. Incorporating differentiated instruction into the lesson allows scaffolding to occur among students. Mrs. Black reflected on her own learning; she had recently been involved with a training that focused on I-Ready.

Additionally, she reported participation in numerous professional development trainings in order to learn new strategies for reading.

Mrs. DeLancey’s response: When speaking with Mrs. Delancey during the first interview, she shared with me her intense desire to aide young children with the ability to read fluently in her teaching by stating.

I want all children to have an opportunity to be able to speak fluently, write proficiently, and communicate orally. I am very much aware the need to help my students improve their reading. As a personal goal, I want to improve my teaching instruction for comprehension and vocabulary skills. Many of my students like to read. However, the types of text they choose did not always offer a challenge for them. I believe I need to find strategies that will appeal to all my students in wanting to engage in more stimulating text. Even though some of my students enjoy reading, I still have concerns for the remaining students who do not. I honestly believe those students lack motivation and a desire to perform positively in the area of reading. Therefore,
having an opportunity to attend professional trainings that address techniques that enhance reading and vocabulary with struggling students would be welcomed.

Based on this information given by participants in the study, the theme in which a need for professional development to use technology and reading instruction/facilitation emerged.

**Need for Professional Development to use Technology and reading instruction facilitation**

Teaching styles have changed somewhat according to the participants in the study. Teachers now have a variety of resources and tools that are enabled by technology to assist them with teaching reading. In this study, teachers discussed the differences in learning styles today, versus the traditional styles using just a book, cassette tape, or record documented thirty years ago. As the researcher, I observed teachers use multiple instructional delivery options, and tools (resources) to provide learning for students. For example, two of the participants in the study indicated through survey completion, they implement technology such as e-books, computer programs, and Chromebooks to differentiate instructional time during reading. In addition, many of the participants acknowledged during the interview sessions, using a variety of teaching methods, reading strategies, and resources, allowed for an environment that offers differentiation to meet the needs of many learners. According to Hess, (1999) differentiation can be an engaging experience for teachers because it creates energy that is different from direct instruction. A collaborative atmosphere for learning is also created as a result, Tuttle (2000).

While the teachers in this study point out in the data these resources are available for teachers to use, there are no guarantees implementing these tools, strategies, and resources will fix reading issues. While conducting an interview with Mrs. Black she shared the following:
I use I-Ready as a tool to help address reading deficiencies with all my students. Particularly, those who continue to not meet the grade level expectations. In conjunction, I use additional computer programs such as Read Works and Read Theory. These technological based programs offer students the ability to practice reading skills using the computer with uploaded stories and questions generated from the program. Yet, my students are still struggling with becoming proficient with comprehension and vocabulary. I am using the programs offered, but maybe I need educational support on the techniques, strategies, and implementation with computer-based programs.

According to Mrs. Delancey, “she tries to incorporate many of the technology resources such as Chromebooks and I-Ready into her reading lessons, but often feels defeated because of the lack of knowledge in how to properly implement the strategies and technology resources in tandem.” For this reason, participants in the study stated to the researcher, “educators have a strong desire to receive continuous professional development training, so they are better equipped with the education and training needed to help address the reading deficiencies of students in a productive manner.” Furthermore, participants in the study completed a survey provided by the researcher that indicated the following, “curriculum, classroom management, and professional development are just a few of the trainings educators are exposed to at minimal in the educational profession. They would like to see trainings offered year-round with a more teacher specific focus, so they deliver a more meaningful result.” According to the participant responses generated through an online survey, “often the trainings are offered for a limited time, usually at the beginning of the school year.” Despite, some of the teachers in the study requesting to have professional trainings made available to them regularly.” Mrs. Mann did not share that same notion. She stated,
I do not always feel motivated to engage in professional development because I feel no one really understands the obstacles I face when teaching students. As a new teacher, I do not always feel like I am being heard by my peers, academic coaches, or administrators when I say I need assistance with implanting a resource into my lesson. I become frustrated easily when I cannot discuss pros and cons of my lesson with other individuals.

*Mrs. Mann* expounded further on the idea for more professional development by stating,

> Perhaps, educators may desire more opportunities in being better prepared on applying specific reading strategies using technological resources, and tools through professional learning communities, if they can share input, and experiences they develop in their own teaching environments.

Teachers must be knowledgeable on what reading strategies to apply in their reading lessons such as scaffolding and how to use the strategies with the students; what interventions to implement (example, “Think Aloud or interactive read aloud”) (k5ChalkBox, 2020), and the resources (Chromebooks, computer programs) needed to address the reading deficiencies. *Mrs. DeLancey* stated,

> As a new teacher, I think it is so hard to understand all the components that should be focused on during a literacy lesson without training. Furthermore, it is extremely hard to understand where to find assistance when you lack the exposure needed to be a successful reading teacher. Now that I am aware of the difficulty’s students face, I am more driven to find information, and resources to assist me in the classroom. I am also open to trying new methods in my teaching such as: incorporating technology more in
my instruction. When I teach reading, I sometimes give students the opportunity to complete assignments using the computer. Their engagement with the lessons is somewhat different from the traditional whole group teacher lead lesson(s). Students seem to be more engaged and enjoy their learning. At times they have had lessons that require them to read from an e-book or a passage retrieved from a computer. The attitude of the learner completely changes when I expose students to a new way of completing a learning task. However, I can only use the e-books for a short period of time because I have not received any training on how to use them in tandem with traditional reading strategies. Reading strategies such as inference, making predictions, asking questions, re-tell, predicting, summarizing, think aloud, visualizing, and making connections, to name a few. My skill set with implementing technology into my lessons as I teach these reading strategies is limited. Perhaps professional learning opportunities within my school or district would allow me to become more familiar, and skilled with using technology during teaching instruction.

Mrs. Black explained her experiences with using a variety of reading strategies, resources, and teaching methods was at an exceedingly high skilled level. However, additional training to help strengthen her use of integrating multiple technological resources in her lessons would be favorable. She discussed in the first interview, her style of teaching by stating,

I like to incorporate multiple teaching practices when working with students in reading. For example, I incorporate the use of multiple groups during reading. Using this form of instruction allows me to reach students who are on different reading levels at the same time but blended in one classroom setting. Students appear to embrace alternative teaching methods, especially when they can perform the skill. I have further observed
when I utilize the flip classroom model of teaching, students self-direct their learning as they are practicing the concept currently being taught. Thus, allowing them much responsibility to accomplish their goal(s). They also love to interact with lessons through the Mimio board and Chromebook using programs like I-Ready and Read Theory. These resources allow students to interact using technology to communicate stories, and teaching skills using technology. I have found that students have a greater desire to read when they use e-books or interact with reading in a digital platform. However, I am not sure if an academic difference has been made in their reading growth due to the application of various strategies, interventions, and resources. I implemented a variety of reading strategies and interventions in a whole group setting, surrounded by new millennium resources. No matter how I facilitate the lesson, I make sure I use multiple strategies in either format for learning. Scaffolding is a strategy that I have found benefits students significantly when applied correctly into any type of the lesson.

Unfortunately, not every teacher is afforded the opportunity to learn how to appropriately use scaffolding in their everyday teaching lessons. Perhaps, having a little experience or background knowledge about the use of e-books, and technology could possibly aide teachers with implementing resources in their lessons in order to improve and enhance reading skills of students.

**Research Observation of Scaffolding Practices**

Observations of the four participants included the following: introducing students to reading concepts using mini lessons; modeling and demonstrating the task for students to complete; explaining concepts in a variety of ways to assist all learners; apply guided practice opportunities; check for understanding; and activate prior knowledge. Observations occurring
January through March with participants who teach in grades second through fifth grade revealed scaffolding taking place with students’ using differentiated instruction; interactions with e-books and tablets using various computer programs such as I-Ready and EPIC. Students were observed in groups using the I-Ready program for remediation of the standards-based concepts previously taught by the teacher. Many teachers were observed using various reading strategies during mini lessons and differentiated small groups with students. Teachers were observed using technology in their lessons by giving students a learning task to complete using the computer program called (I-Ready), to target the students' individual instructional learning ability. E-books. Interesting observations revealed students were engaged with reading books in an electronic format during reading instruction. Various reading programs such as EPIC, Read Works, Read Theory, and I-Ready were some of the program’s teachers acknowledged using in the classroom.

Mrs. Mann’s observation:

During the first observation, Ms. Mann was observed teaching a reading lesson focused on finding the main idea. There were three groups in the classroom engaging in different activities. All the groups included four to five students. The first group of students were sitting on the carpet participating in an interactive reading lesson using the Mimeo board. These students were receiving reading instruction through a program called I-Ready. Students took turns going to the board to answer questions by tapping on the correct answer, when prompted to answer a specific question following the reading. The text was read aloud to students throughout the entire lesson. The second group of students were working independently on the Chromebooks. Lastly, the third group of students were working with the teacher on a reading worksheet. Students read and answered questions prompted by the teacher. The teacher asked students to answer questions by acting out their responses and writing their answers on paper. Ms. Mann interacted with all her
students throughout the lesson. She was able to give attention to every group while a differentiated learning setting was observed. Often, I observed students becoming excited when answering a question correctly using the Mimeo board or Chromebook (computer).

Mrs. Dash’s observation:

In the first reading session I observed, Mrs. Dash facilitated lessons that involved various tactics to interest students in reading. Her daily instruction allowed students to participate in the learning process using questioning techniques. During read aloud time, Mrs. Dash would insert periodic pauses for students to participate in pair-share reading. The use of this reading strategy allowed students to ask and answer questions from peers, as well as discuss aspects of the story.

Mrs. Black’s observation:

After the completion of my first observation with Mrs. Black I was able to witness the passion she encompasses for wanting to help students strengthen their reading skills as exhibited. Every classroom observation or interview conducted with Mrs. Black was filled with high esteem for wanting to help students achieve their academic goals. Classroom observations on two occasions support the action of student engagement using I-Ready during reading instructional time. I especially noted students’ facial expressions, body posture, and hands as they operated the Chromebook in a controlling manner. However, some students appeared to have been sidetracked or lost focus when the screen presented them with many words. Several of the participants shared similar experiences.
Mrs. DeLancey observation:

There were some instances observed when students got off task while Mrs. DeLancey was teaching reading. Constant talking, getting out of seat, and a lack of focus in a classroom setting were some of the actions witnessed, to name a few. Nevertheless, the off-task behavior did not prevent Mrs. DeLancey from displaying persistence and assisting her students. She used various strategies in reading to aide with the strengthening of reading skills. Many of the strategies observed such as pair share, small group instruction, and the use of video graphics displayed little academic interest from students. However, the positive relationships that Ms. Delancey had established with her students, appeared to flourish when ensuring that her students’ learning was back on track following any distractions.

Based on the observations conducted in the study, I noticed that what the participants stated, matched what they did inside their individual classroom. For example, I was able to observe Mrs. Black’s use of scaffolding to facilitate learning by allowing students to work in pairs. Mrs. Mann used scaffolding by forming four groups in the classroom during reading time. Additionally, this example displayed the use of differentiated instruction. Another group was teacher lead and the other three groups worked independently on different assignments. For instance, one group was working on vocabulary word sorts, the second group was completing a writing assignment, and the last group was working on a reading comprehension assignment using the Chromebook from Read works. Using small groups throughout instructional time was an example of differentiated instruction. Mrs. Delancey implemented videos of teachers demonstrating how to master a specific reading standard. These videos were displayed using a computer and an interactive board. Mrs. Dash applied visual aids such as pictures, interactive graphic organizers, and charts accessed using the desktop computer and interactive board to
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scaffold learning. Based on the observations, participants used technology to scaffold learning for limited amounts of time during reading instruction. However, as I observed many of the teacher’s lessons, I was able to see students take ownership of their learning. For instance, as students were called to the Mimio board to answer questions, many of them interacted with the board and computer program in conjunction with the desktop computer, to input and receive information being studied. Students also, pointed to important key words and phrases using a pointer stick, to help their peers understand and identify where the answers to many of the teacher’s or computer-generated questions asked, about the story being read. Many of the participant did not appear to be 100% of confident with their use of technology while they taught reading.
Chapter 5: Conclusions and Discussion

Summary of Findings

The purpose of the data collection for the study was to obtain information regarding perceptions, instructional practices, and beliefs related to technology usage in teaching of reading in an elementary school. The study was driven by two questions posed to four elementary teachers who the focus of the case study for the research were. The two-driving research questions used case study interviews, observations, and surveys based on seven emergent themes that provided data in response to the questions. The data provided by the emergent themes was based on reading strategies and approaches used by each of the four research participants who used technology to enhance reading skills of elementary students.

The data findings revealed that teachers believed that technology was a great motivator for children’s and reading instruction, however, professional developed in needed. Furthermore, teachers must be trained on how to plan effective lessons in order to implement reading and writing strategies. The role of the teacher in providing reading strategies such as, differentiated instruction, scaffolding, small, and whole group instruction when teaching reading was crucial in lessons observed by the researcher. Teachers used technology to scaffold learning by implementing e-books, reading programs, chrome books, and ipads into the reading lesson, which increased student engagement in the learning process. The research indicated that the teacher’s form of instruction, and ability to provide a variety of instructional reading strategies was vital to the learning success of students. Therefore, teachers need professional development training on the use of devices and programs in order to teach students new skills and strategies using technology (McKenna, 2014).
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The research further discovered the findings in response to the following question that was posed to participants during the study. What are teachers’ beliefs about e-books, computers and tablets in motivating elementary students to engage in more reading at school? Teachers' shared their beliefs stating too many assessments are given to students using a platform such as computers and tablets that they did not understand how to operate. According to the teachers in the study, students were not trained to use the computer prior to being given an assessment on the technology device. A technology-based assessment was not always the best method to determine whether a student mastered a skill noted by teachers in the study. Through the interviews conducted by the researcher it was stated by several teachers that it may be difficult to obtain the definite outcome of the assessment. Reading skills can be determined in forms other than technology. Assessments should not be the only method of assessing student learning. Teachers should use classwork, observations, and other artifacts, such as an alternative to measure student knowledge. The research provided multiple opinions by teachers about reading sessions that help students with reading skills.

Based on the research in the study, many teachers believe that reading instruction lacks excitement, and a variety of challenging teaching tools and resources. E-books/Technology devices, computer programs, tablets, mobile phones, laptops/desk top computers are tools that can be to the lesson planning in order to facilitate instruction. They can also be used to scaffold knowledge using a variety of teaching and learning styles. Differentiation can be engaging because it creates energy that is different from direct instruction. The research indicated the need for more professional development to train teachers in using technology to during teaching instruction. Reading strategies can be used to help students re-tell, predict, ask questions, visualize, make inferences, and make connections using e-books, tablets, reading programs to
increase student reading engagement. Reading programs such as the ones in the chart below (See Table 5.1) motivate and drive students to complete assignments, based on the research and participants in this study usage.

**Recommended Technology Programs/Devices**

Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Explanation of the program/app</th>
<th>What Platform or operating system</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Website to retrieve program/app</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPIC</td>
<td>A children’s subscription book service that allows children to read chapter books and various other using the online platform. The website offers a digital library for students under 12 years of age. Epic.com, 2020</td>
<td>Epic can be used on any device to read books including a Smart TV. That includes IOS, Android mobile devices, Chromebooks, laptops, and desktops.</td>
<td>Teachers may use this tool for free at school. Parents can purchase a subscription for a child’s use at home for a small fee.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.getepic.com">www.getepic.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Google Classroom</strong></td>
<td>Google collaborated with educators to create a classroom streamlined with easy-to-use tools to help manage student classwork and learning. Using Google classroom allows educators to communicate between student and teacher in a paperless fashion. Teachers can create multiple classes, post assignments, organize individual student work and view as well as grade student work in real time. Students can communicate among peers and the</td>
<td>The Google Classroom app can be installed on an Android or Apple mobile device. The classroom app is not available for Windows mobile devices. The classroom has an app that can be downloaded to a tablet. Using Google Classroom on a Kindle may be a little challenging.</td>
<td>There is no cost associated to use Google Classroom if the school district has purchased G suite. However, if they have not purchased licensing it is $4 per month.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.classroom.google.com">www.classroom.google.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I-READY</strong></td>
<td>An online program that assesses student learning in the area of reading and builds an individual learning program to help improve student weaknesses in the area of reading and math.</td>
<td>I-Ready can be accessed using a Chromebook, desk top computer, iPad, Kindle, or Android Tablet. However, you must download the app or use Teachers may use this program through district purchase of a license. If the district purchase program, students have free unlimited access from home.</td>
<td><strong><a href="http://www.ireadycentral.com">www.ireadycentral.com</a></strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Curriculum Associates)</td>
<td>Googleclassroom.com, 2020</td>
<td>Desktop computers, laptops, and Chromebooks will allow the use of Google Classroom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Raz-Kids (Learning A to Z)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clever to retrieve the app.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Raz-Kids** uses a mobile app where students can read using an iPad, Android, Kindle Fire or tablet.
- Additionally, Raz Kids works on desktop computers and laptops.
- Teachers/districts may purchase a yearly subscription.
- Students may use Raz-kids at home once a subscription is obtained.

- **Raz-Kids.com**, 2020

---

**Raz-Kids** is used as a teaching product that provides comprehensive leveled resources for students using an e-book. The e-book can be accessed using a mobile device or online format. Students can listen to themselves read, read at their pace, and record themselves reading. Students can take comprehensive e-quizzes after reading their book(s).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read Theory</th>
<th>Is an educational resource (program) for K-12 grade users that can be used in the classroom or home to help build on reading, writing, and critical thinking skills. The online comprehension program assigns students assessments that are measured by their individual skill level. Data is generated from the results.</th>
<th>Read Theory uses an app from the Android or Apple store. The program can also be used on a desktop, laptop, Chrome book, and mobile device.</th>
<th>Teachers can set up student accounts for free. Students are able to use the program at home, school, and on mobile devices for free. The program is completely free for all users.</th>
<th><a href="http://www.readtheory.org">www.readtheory.org</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read Works</td>
<td>Provides online reading passages and lessons for all grade levels K-12. The program's mission can be assessed through the online website using any device. There may be used by teachers for free. Parents may use Read works from</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.readworks.org">www.readworks.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE USE OF E-BOOKS, COMPUTERS, AND TABLETS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aims to bring current research in the area of literacy to the learning environment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Read Works.org, 2020</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is no app to use the program.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seesaw</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This app can be used by teachers to discover creativity amongst their students. This platform allows students to take pictures, draw, record videos and create an online portfolio. Once the portfolio is complete, teachers and students may share with parents via the internet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seesaw.com, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be used on any device including Chromebooks, computers, iOS and Android devices. Kindles will support the app as well.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seesaw offers basic usage to teachers, parents, and students. Seesaw plus can be obtained through a membership.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong><a href="http://www.seesaw.me">www.seesaw.me</a></strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teachers must change their beliefs when teaching reading sessions to create an encouraging environment for students’ must also acknowledge students' desires to read when they plan reading sessions. Teaching tactics can help educators develop enjoyable reading sessions for students. The research revealed that teachers need resources to assist them with incorporating technology into teaching and lesson planning. Scaffolding using online quizzes, multimedia tutorials, web links, and online tutorials are a few of the resources that would be beneficial. More professional development sessions to help teachers improve basic teaching techniques, such as lesson designs to target all types of learners and strategies that allow students to self-direct their learning. Based on my observations and interviews conducted with participants, I believe teachers could further benefit from establishing relationships with teacher leaders. I believe teacher leaders would be an asset to other teachers and staff by providing training, guidance, and modeling of effective teaching strategies. Additionally, on-line tutorials/webinars that provide differentiated instruction techniques, and scaffolding strategies would also be beneficial to teachers when teaching reading. Perhaps implementing these suggestions will allow teachers to teach reading in a confident and prepared manner. Successful planning, training, and resources are needed in my opinion, so that students’ experiences in reading are positive and achievement gaps in reading can be closed for all.

**Recommendations for Practice**

The evidence reveals that teachers believes and needs for professional development impact the use of e-books, computers, and tablets during reading instruction. Teachers must also provide effective lessons in all subject areas if students are to improve in reading. Reading must be done in all subject areas with teachers using effective lesson templates for effective teaching (Schmoker, 2018, p. 92).
Being aware of teachers’ beliefs of whether e-books, computers, reading programs, and tablets motivate students with their reading skills can be beneficial for teacher planning. Implementing positive strategies, and tools are key to assisting students with reading instruction. If participants have negative views on whether students are motivated to read with the use of various technological tools, this could affect the lesson planning, and facilitation of reading instruction. Research suggests educators often implement technology into the classroom without knowing whether results will yield positive or negative results (Spence & Smullen 2014). Participants in this study shared both positive and negative views on whether specific technology tools and resources encourage students to read more. Teachers should examine additional components used to motivate students with reading. Research indicates students who find success with reading in a digital environment may need a boost with traditional reading methods because students do not identify reading on digital formats as “real” reading, McKenna (2014). Therefore, teachers must be aware of the pros and cons that may develop when implementing technology as a tool to motivate students to read, McKenna (2014).

While e-books in education are becoming more popular because they reduce the use of paper, thus reducing waste, and they are practical because they reduce the load of carrying books, there is no evidence they increase achievement (Connell et al., 2012). Digital devices, and interest in e-books read from computer screens are still increasing in the education arena even though there is no evidence that they enhance reading skills of young children. Although children enjoy using computers and various technology, the research does not support the belief that they enhance reading skills or increase achievement. Schools are using computer-based games, and instructional programs to try to raise the achievement of gap students now more than ever (Schmoker, 2018). Yet the highest achieving countries do not use technology as a tool to
enhance achievement. Studies show that in education systems that are achieving at high levels, technology has no role in their success (Goodwin, 2012; Ripley, 2013; Walker in Stoltzfus, 2017). According to Schmoker (2018) in Bauerlein (2009, p. 109) it was stated that the cofounder of Sun Microsystems indicated that U. S. schools "are spending their time on crap" instead of truly educating our students (p.93). Schmoker (2018, p.93) has indicated that in the highly effective schools he has observed, none of them credit instructional technology with having played a significant role in their success. According to Schmoker (2018, p.94) Steve Jobs (in Carmody, 2012) said no amount of technology can make a dent in solving the achievement problems in education until teachers master and implement practices. Schools need to focus on providing teachers with effective ways to master and deliver content and curriculum instruction (Schmoker, 2018, p.94).

**Teacher Leadership Recommendations**

Based on the study findings, it is recommended that Teacher Leaders work with elementary teachers to determine effective use for technology and reading instruction. I have provided a list (see Table 5.1) of recommended technological devices that Teacher Leaders may use with teachers. Teacher Leaders receive course work in their programs to in technology and instruction. It is recommended that school administrators utilize these experts in helping elementary teachers and become instructional coaches with reading and technology. Areas that may be of central focus to teacher leadership during instructional coaching may include using technology as an assessment tool, technology as a motivational tool for learning and helping teachers implement technology in their lesson planning.
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In addition, Teacher Leaders can be the ones who can provide professional development for teachers and technology. Teacher Leaders can attend workshop regarding current technology and the classroom and share with their colleagues and administrators. Teacher Leaders may also host professional learning communities with teachers as well as facilitate parent and teacher workshops were technology instructions can be shared with families and teachers. Finally, teacher leaders should establish relationships with other teachers and colleagues to offer coaching, training, and support for those who seek modeling of lessons and other pertinent guidance with facilitating effective reading lessons.

Recommendations for Teachers and Administration

Teachers should be given more training on how to effectively use technology when planning lessons. In addition, inviting educational guests from the community and other professionals with specialized technology training to provide professional development for teachers would be beneficial. Allotting time for teachers to participate in professional development related to improving teaching strategies such as scaffolding and using technological programs and devices to enhance student learning would be beneficial. Lastly, an increased budget for teachers to subscribe to reading programs would be useful to improve reading strategies using technology and provide for the purchase of additional technology resources. I-pads, Nooks, Kindles, and e-books should be available for students as options or additions to print books for students to use in the classroom with the teacher. Teachers should have options available to them when planning their lessons while incorporating technology to improve literacy skills and increase student motivation for reading.
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Limitations of the study

The study was a case study and utilized only teachers. Since the participant pool was small, the research cautions the generalization of this study but encourages additional research in this area with a larger pool of participants. The study did not review students’ views of technology and reading instruction or the impact the use of technology had on reading scores. There are areas that could be used for future research.

Recommendations for Future Research

The research to support the use of e-books, computers, and tablets to enhance reading skills of elementary students is limited. More research studies involving technology use in schools such be conducted because eBooks, computers, and tablets are not going away. I believe that technology is here to stay, therefore researchers should work with educators to determine how e-books, computers, tablets, and programs can be used to enhance reading for students.
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Appendix A Qualitative Interview Questions

What reading research-based strategies did you use with students and did you use books, computers, or tablets for implementation?

Were there any successes using e-books, computers, and tablets with reading lessons?

Was implementation of new reading strategies advocated, facilitated, and supported by administrators and teachers?

Were there any problems using computers, tablets, or e-books into the lessons with students?

Were adequate resources needed made available for you as the teacher to assist with implementation of technology?

What was the outcome on the lesson you used implementing e-books, computers, or tablets?

Did the outcome impact the classroom climate and daily procedures (lesson plans)?

What was the impact on students’ test scores?

Did it affect student performance or achievement in reading?
Are students more confident and motivated as learners?

Are students’ reading deficiencies decreasing, increasing, or about the same?

Are student reading levels improving?

Are students’ basic-proficiency levels increasing to higher measurements on the MAP (Reading)?
Appendix B Themes/ Coding

Six initial Themes from Interview Data

Related Research Questions

Subthemes from interview data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scaffolding</th>
<th>Small Group Instruction was applied by the teacher</th>
<th>RQ 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Teaching Methods

Guided reading was used an example of differentiation instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Bulletin boards track stamina</th>
<th>RQ3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Developing Reading

E-books and Technological Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students use tablets in small groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPIC reading using a Chromebook to read</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I-READY- Reading Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>